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Holland City News.
YOL.

1

-NO. 3^.

V

I

IOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
Snn

Holland

getw.

•

[

j

street.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

IDUiNB 017,

kiAicliii.

A NNI8 A BROEK, dealer* In Drags, Medicines, p
aV Fancy Gooda, Toilet Articlesand Perftimer- lea, Paints and Oils, Ac. Eighth
j| FORRI8, 8. L, Physician and Burgeon. Ofllce,
i over E. Ubbold’sBoot sad Shoe Store,
T'tOBSBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Medl- K
clnes, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phy- Aldan's prescriptions carefnllj pat ap ; Eighth st. gCHOUTBN,
£
RA. CigPhyjOW^Ofllce at D.

a wsixltTbwspapsb,
.

111

U

EMI

EENGS. D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, Med- ifl Iclnes,Fancy Gooda, Toilet Articles and Per-

"Yf

OFFICE : VAN LANDBOBND’8 BLOCK.

fumeries. Eighth street.

DOESSUBa, Editor tni

0. 7.

SUMS or SVHCtimOH

W.OO

Publisher.

y»«

per

VAN

JOB PRINTINO PROMPTLY AMD NBATLY DOMI.

clnes, Paints, Oils,

E
‘

WALSH HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist; tall ;
VY stock of goods appertaining to the business
a

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

See

One Mtureef ton lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
hr tlret
t Insertion,
InBertion,and » cents for each subseeubiequent Insertion for any period under three
months.
1 Square

%
8
*4

“
“
Column

1

8 x.

6 M. 1 1 Y.

8 50
5 »»

5 00'

800

800

00
10 00 17 00
17 00 25 00
25 00 40 00

::

10

advertisement.

j

*

Dry Qoodt.

IYERT8CH. D. General dealer In Dry
IJ Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
oor. Eighth and River streets.

8 00
10 00
17 00
25 00
40 00
65 00

FonitCN.

YfEYER

H., A CO., DealersIn all kinds of Fur- r
niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.

,YI

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three TY EIDSEMA J. M., A SON. General Dealers In It Furniture A Coffins ; Eighth street. See adchanges.
*
, Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
F
lines,$2.00 per annum.

vertisement.
Qroceriei.

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published without charge.

rMJETSTRA,a.,

before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z X signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
All

Groceriesand Supplien; a

P

An X

ready market for conntrv produce; a choice
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st. -

rpE VAARWERK.

advertising bills collectable quarterly

I.

O. J., Family Supply Store:
choice stock of groceries always on hand.

a

Blacksmithshop In rear of

|tait ^OitdS.

Oenaral

8t<»rc;

!

Eighth street.

Dealer*.

j

^

lAUUKSEMA J. A

CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
Groceries, Crockery,Glasswari, Hals, Caps, ‘
Clothingand Feed ; River
j

U

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore £. R.
Taken

Effect,

Sunday, August 20, 1876.

street.

'T'E ROLLER,

D., Retail Dealer in Dry GikmIs,
Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and conveyancer; offlee and store,cor. 9th and Market street.

1

Leave

“
“
“

Trains.

“
“
••

Grand Rapids.

5.15 a. in.

““

New

12

“

Y17ELTON A AKELY. General Dealers in Dry

Y

Y

a.

m.

street.

pOLKMAN Wm. A

CO., Dealer in Flour and
Groceries, In Slooter’s Brick Building.— Seo

\J

p.m.

Chicago. f

1.20
12.30 “
* 9.45 “

|

flour tni Feed.

Buttalo

“
“

5.10
4.40

“ “

VAN DER

I

VEEN,

V

E100

RAPIDS

Express. Malt.

00®

That by

$ 1 15

@

45
25
M)
14 00
22 00
1 25

P. Zalsman, Proprietor
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
from the Trains. Eighth street.

Meats, Etc.

iV.

J. W. Mindbbhout, Proprietor,
Built In 1873; Furnished Inelegant style, and
a first-class hotel throughout.

v/

Expreas. Mail.

M.
Grand Rapids.
80
44
Grandvtlle.
Allegan.
26
41. Otacgo.
19
Plalnwell.
Cooper.
85
50
Kalamazoo.
A. M.
White Pigeon.
11 80
P.M.
Chicago.
6 80
P.M.
5 00
Toledo.
P. M.
» 30
Cleveland.
A.M.
4 05
BufTalo.

A.
10
9
8

M.
10
55
45

|8 16

8 07
7 35
7 35
A.M.
5 50
P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 10

P.
7
6
5

M.
10
55
45
5 18
5 10
4 45
4 40
P.M.
3 "5
A.M.
8 50

OHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVic*b Proprietor:

I

opposite theC. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

Ham
Shoulders.
Tallow, per lb ......................
..
Turkeys.
...................

7 ® 7#

Chickens, dressed per

7 ®

lb

..............

8

Livtryand 8*1* StibU*.

I300NE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable.
I) Offlee and barn omMarkctstnet.Everything

*’

^pcfial Rollers.

first-class.

Director.

D

R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th A River street.

y

pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

_ a

Proprietors

of Hugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour

, Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

-

Proprietress of the Pioneer
to order; 8th street.

_

13E88INK,G.J.
this

a. Pmprietrorof City Bakery;
n
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments In
line aerved on call : Eighth street..

VERBKEK-

W.. A CO., Proprietora of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of bnllding material fhralshed at Grand Rapids prices.

V

WILM? P*

YJ

Manufacturer of Farm Pomps.
wood taming and aawingon
order. River atreet.

All kinds of

hand and done

to

•wltal ud IseUtfi.
VoUrr Public*

d
Beoki and

lUUmry.

-

DOST, HENRY D.,

Real Rstate and Insurance
Aieat, Notary Publte and Conveyancer;Collections made la Holland and vMnRy.

L

WALSH,
IV

ery, Cigars,Notions and
City Drag Store, Eighth atreet.
iMta

Ml

Q*

YY

te

Store,

H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Offlee,CHy Drug

Bhon.

Simon Reidsema.

Oct. 18, 1876.

A OABD.
hi*

B.B.,Sorgeon and Physician. Office at
residence. Overijsel,Mich.

Xntiit.

offlee’.
Van Raalte.

ment.

To

the thinker^ are added the assassins— the

monster* The

proof was given by the
future is a god

drawn by

tigers."

Our Navy.

them
by the House Naval Committee. The

swer to a circular letter addressed to

document

is

by no meant gratifying to our

nationalpride.

The

majority of these

officers assert that the vessels compos-

ing the navy compare unfavorably,“class
for

class," with those of other nations.

They are divisible into three types, styled

and “canoe." The

“obsolete,"“tub,"
first

comprise sailing vessels and side-

wheel steamers; the second have great
capacity, and very low steam power; the
last

have no room

and although of

for

any thing but engines

fair

speed, the capacity

for fuel will not permit of its

development ,

except for short distances. All are

armed

with guns of comparativelyshort range

nnd low power, and nearly all are irre
deemably decayed or need extensive repairs. The iron-cladsare
al

all of the origin-

monitor type, undeveloped’,their

cient armor is laminated instead

insuffi-

of being

id

A

QROEK

A., Surgeon *nd Physician.Offleeover
their Drug store opp. Van Raalte's shoe store,
where be canbo found during the day and night

13

solid,

with rifle-guns, could take positions out ot
reach, and destroy the monitors powerless

-

Council adjourned.
John A. Roost, City Clerk.

-

ftPlilUai.

13

lx

ecutioners of Servin, it is evidence.

1876.

Holland, Mich.,

Eighth street.

D.

truth yesterday: to-day, thanks to the ex-

Resolved, That proclamationbe made by either to fight or escape. Out of a nominthe Mayor requesting that all business in
al force of 120 Teasels of all clames, agFor Sale by Heber Walsh, Holland, the city be suspended on Friday afternoon,
gregating 167,264 tons and mounting 1,148
November 10, 1876;
Michigan.
That all public buildings be draped in guns, 17 unarmored vessels, aggregating
All persons owing the late firm of J. M.
mourning on that day; and that the Com- 16,646 tons and mounting 167 inferior gups,
Reldsemu & Son., are respectfullyrequestmon Council attend the funeral in a body. and 12 monitors, aggregating7,630 tons
ed to come and settle with me as scon as
By Aid. Breyman,
and mounting £4 guns, are the only ones
possible.
Resolved, That the Mayor appoint a Com« Simon Reidsrma.
mittee of two to act with other Committees which can be considered as availablefor
Holland, Oct. 18,
88-4-w
to make arrangementa for the funeral of war service, with two or three months'
the Rev. A. C. Van Raalte.— Carried.
notice, they being scsttered about the
Dissolution Notice.
The Mayor apiioinled to act as such
globe. Even these are represented as beThe undersignedhave this day mutually Committee Aid. Kanters and Cropley.
ing sadly deficientin ordinanceand speed.
By Aid. Kanters,
agreed to dissolved their co-partnership.
Resolved, That the City Marshal shall
J. M. Reidaema having withdrawn,and
"My friends," said a returned missionSimon Reidsema will continue the busi- cause the flag to be raised at half mast
each
day
at sunrise and lowered at sunset ary, at an anniversarymeeting, “let us
ness in his own name. AH accounts due
of qaeb day until Friday evening, anu that avoid sectarian bitterness. The inhabitto and owed by the late firm must be setno political demonstrationshall take place
tled with Simon Reidsema.
ants of Hindostao, where I have been laduring
that time.— Carried.
J. M. Reidsema,
boring for many years, have a proverb

8th street.

n DEBT,

rtEE

the goal, there is the port. It was only

y

at Law, Notarj
lie and 'Conveyancer. Kenyon’s building.
l'
Comer of Eighth and River atreet.

1

is

of such comparativelyshort range, that
wooden vessela of moderate speed, armed

tl

J.,

Europe. There

word, the United States of

speed is ridiculously low, and their guns

r’ LfEALD,

Bakery; baking done

capital Paris— that Is

1 V

V

13

and

liberty,having light as its capital; in one

*

Improved machineryis enabled to sell the scription Will please address
' regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
lower pr ees than any snrroandiugtown Plow
94 Penn St., Williamsburgh,N. Y.
e points gronnd to order. 10th street west of River st.

IJINNEKANT,

for their city

and incapable of resistingthe projectilesof rifle-guns in common use on
wooden vessels of other navies. Their

L7

lakiriM.

with itself, all tne sister nations having

a

V

\7IS8CHERA., Attorney

a crime, to murder
1 Each government

is

Some rather startlinginformation,as to
leader we recognize in his the material of the United States navy, is
ambition the loftiest of purpose folio wed
given in a phamphlet containing sixtyby the noblest of rentli*;
That as a warm and enthusiastic advo- seven answers from naval officers in anThat as

T

River street.

man

midst to bo felt by all;

cate of all brunchesof education, includ
log the ..Public Schools, ibis community
Errors’ of Vouth.
owes his memory a lasting tribute ot gratA.M VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable:
8 30 1 Y Offleeof Daily Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
A
gentleman who Bufferedfor years itude, for ns n public educator of the
A.M street, near Market.
masses he has laid a firm foundation in
a 40
705
this colony for all further development of
P.M.
P. M
Wigounakeiand BDckimith*.
our educational interests;
7 55
1 15
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
rvIJKEMA * BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
That through his connections and rela1/ Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repairtions with the church be was possessed of
Mich. Lake Shore Bail Boad.
ing done. River Street.
by which he was cured. Suttcrerswish- great influence over bis people which inpLIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop; ing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience fluence In connection with his relations
Taken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1876.
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
abroad, were always used in promoting the
pon**. Cash paid for Furs.
Doing North.
Going Booth.
joint development of the varied interests
No. 2
No. 5
No. 7
STATIONS.
No. 1
of this city and people;
JOHN B. OGDEN,
p. m. p. m.
p. m. a. m.
Herohant Tailor*
2 00
8 20 12 15
Mnakegonl
8 00
42 Cedar st., New York.
That in the material growth and prosFerrydhnrg
OOSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
7 45 11 43
2 30
8 60
perity of this localitybis exertions in beGrand Haven
2 40
9 00
*3 In ready made clothing and Gents' Famish7 40 11 40
F. A A. M.
half of the many interestsconnected with
6 50 11 It
ing Goods.
JPlgeon
3 13
9 50
A Reqular Coramnnicatlonof Unity Lome, harbor, railroad and manufacturing,have
5 45 10 85
3 55 It 15
Holland
Fillmore
4 12 11 45
V°HBT, W.. Merchant Tailor.Cloth pnrehas- No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall, been indispensible, and that bis untiring
5 17 10 15
4 00
9 25
Allegan
5 00
1 15
cd elsewhere, will be cut to order. Repairing Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Nov.
efiorts In that direction, constitute one of
29, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
promptly attended to. River street.
A ftill attendance Is ordered for the election of the many reasons for the gratitudewith
offleers.
Meat Market*.
which this community cherishes bis memGeo. Laudbb, W. M.
gitsincsss
ory;
J.
O.
Doksburo,
Sec'v.
pUTKAUW., New Moat Market, near corner
Eivhth and Fish Street.A!! kinds of sauThat while in bis death Holland City
Attomyi.
sages constantly on hand.
To Ooniumptives.
and Colony loses their founder and leader,
the nation can truly mourn the loss of
17' L®YS. P., First.Ward Meat Market; best of
The advertiser, having been permanentNotary Public; River street
I\ Meats always on h«nd. Eighth street.
one of its most loyal and devoted sons;
ly cured of that dread disease, Consumptand we trust that the noble efforts, by
• TT'UITE.J..Dealer in all kinds of meats and ion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
voice and example, made by the deceased
eery;
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
known to his fellow sufferersthe means of
ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
in behalf of his country at the hour of
VAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, cure. To all who desire it, he will send a its peril, will never be forgotten by this nor
( \RT, F. J. Connse
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper copy flf the prescriptionused, (free of
future generations.
\ / Chancery. Offlc
• and twine; 8th street.
charge), with the directions for preparing
West of River Street,
Resolved,That we extend to the relatives
and using the same, which they will find
lUuufietoriei,Hill*. Shop*, Xte.
a sure Cure for Consumption,Asthma, of the deceased our sincere and heartfelt
1 T'vE MING, W. H., Manufacturerof Plows, By Bronchitis, &c. Parlies whishing the pre- sympathy in this their hour of bereaveBolks & Bros.

a

a question

fraternalarbitration,democracy at peace

freedom in leaving
the fatherland, and leading bis countrymen to these shores and this locality— then
a trackless wilderness— be lias been an
efficient initrumcnt in the hands of Providence in securing happinessand a home to
the hundreds that followedhim;
bis love for

That by bis executive ability and will
power, facilitated by an ecclesiastical influence over the masses of his people, he
was enabled to lead them wisely and safely amidst numerous strifes and innumerable difficulties through long years of toll
and vexation;so that to-day the death of
Dr. Van Raalte creates a vacancy la our

TO GR’ND RAPID8. pilTY HOTEL.

STATIONS.

A.
7
7
8
9
9
9
9

P. M.
4 15
4 82
5 45
6 1!
6 19
6 85
6 50
P.M.
8 30
A.X.
6.00
A M.
2 40
A. M.

1

th.

ETNA HOUSE.

A

is

ret

tion;

loo in....
Middling,
ling E too lb.
r.J? 1001b.

Hotel*.

FROM GR’ND

bushel ...
bushel.

®

MELIS, Deaieis tn
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Implements; Eighth street.

Taken Effect,Sunday, Not. 21, 1875.

follows:

“To murder

that. Reasonings prove it, and events
ponse to the above message of the
also. Ou this reality,which is a necesMayor, * the following resolutionswere
Wood, Staves, Etc,
sity, all the philosophers are agreed ; and
presentedand adopted:
green ................... 2 75
now the executionersjoin their demonlieiutired, That it is with sadness that
beach, dry ............... 2 60
this body learns of yie death of Rev. A. stration to the demonstration of the phigreen ............... 2 25
U. Van Raalte, D. D., on the moining ol
jck Bark ....................
<&•*» 25
losophers. After its fashion, and just bei, pork, white oak ..............
<&10 00 the 7th inst., at his home near this city.
cause It is horrible, savagery testlflei for
s, Tierce,
12 00
limited, That as the father and founder
ng bolts, softwood ........... 8 10® 8 50
civilization.
of this city and colony, we have found in
. “What Europe requites is a European
’Ills indomitablewill and energy an exam8 50
ple
worthy
of
our
admiration
and
imitanationality,one government, one immense
16
In

E

IfAN LANDEGBND A

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.

aia

Joun Van Landkgknd, ilayor.

00

E., Dealer In General Hardware; cor. Eighth and River street.

V

•“Daily except Saturday
t Mixed trains.
All other trains daily excupt Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.

Turkish outrages in Bulgaria, which ends

parhfts.

A

Eardvaie.

3.2-5 p. in.

f

0ur

Jrain, Feed, Etc.
[Corrected by the “PtuggerUitU.)

Advertlscmeht.

a.m.

addresa,

“

j

\ 12.35 p. in.

p.m. 11.05 a. “
3.35““ * 8.22p “

f 5.00

Van Landegeml.

Present: Mayor Van Lnndegend,Aid.
Kantere, Matrau, Mlnderhout.Cropley
Brcyman, Dykema, Schmid and the Clerk.

Hugo has published an

"

Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Flourand Feed,

Provisions, etc. River

Victor

or rather proclamation,in relation to the

MKSSA0B OP THE MAYOR.
has its question. Russia has ConstantiThe Mayor delivered a message as folnople, England has India, France baa
lows:
Tothe lion. Common Connell of the City of UoL Prussia, Prussia has France. We reply
Itviig KaeUw.
land: •
'Humanity also has its question,' and that
Gentlemen:— Amid the multiplicity ot question is this. It is greater than India,
duties devolvingupon us during an imporEnglsnd and Russia. It Is the infant
tant election,news has been communicated
in Its mother'swomb. Let ns supersede
to
me
of
the
delih
of
ihe
Rev.
A.
O.
Van
StarM, Weed, Bark, Its.
Ratdle D. D., at 7:30, this a. ui. Dr. Van the politicalquestionby the human quesANTER8, R., Dealer In Staves. Wood and
. Bark; offlee at his residence. Eighth atreet. Raalte was theloumter of (his city and of tion. The whole future is there. Let us
this colony. His long and successful liie
Tobacco aad Cigars.
among us, his energy and fortitude during say it. The future, whatever is done, will
the early seitlement of this colony, his de- exist. Everything serves It, even crimes.
'E ROLLER, O. J., Generaldealer in Tobacco,
votedness to the Interestsof this people, What Is happening In Servia proves the
Cigars, SnufI, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
his charily, kindness and watchful care of
necessity of the United States of Europe.
Watchu aad Jcwilry.
(hose who with him left the "latherland”
Let the distinctgovernments be succeeded
:08LIN A BREYM AN, Walchmukers, Jewelers, for the greater freedom of this country, are
1 and dealers in Fancy Goods ; Kenyon’s Block records A honorablelife embalmed in his- by the united peoples. Let us have done
tory, and assuccessors and co-laborers with with the murderous empires. Let us
him I deem it my dnty, not without regrets, muzzle the fanalieifmsnnd despotisms.
to convene this council,that appropriate
measures be taken and resolutions adopted Lotus break the swords which are the
befitting the occasion. 1 recommend Hie valets of superstitions and the dogmas
appoint meat of a committee of two from which have the sabre in the hand. No
Produce,Etcthis body to act with such other commitmore wars, no more massscres,no more
tees as may be appointedto make arrange18
carnage— tree thought, free trnde, frater10 00 ments appropriateto the occasion, and
18 such other action as your honorablebody nity. Is peace then so difficult f The re15
icy, # !b....
(A
may deem necessary.
public of Europe, the continentalfedera.................8 oo <&
9 00
r, Vton....
Holland, Nov. 7, 1876.
40
tion, there Is no other political reality than
L

Y

10 p.

Common Council met pursuant to

the call of Mayor

246.

A Proclamation fcy Victor Eugo.

Tuesday, November 8, 1876.
The

NO.

Council.

a people

)thy 8ci

PUTTEN G,, General Dealers,in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Fbur, Provisions, etc.; River st.

10.15 a.

Official, j

Oommon

laddlin.

:

VAN

m.
m.
“ “
* 9.35 p. m.
f

m.

3.30 p.

8.25

Muskegon, Pent water
& Big Rapids. 5.20

“ “
“
“
&
“
“ “
“

Arrive at
Holland.

Holland.

WHOLE

1876.

rAUPELL, H., Manufacturerof and dealer In
Harness, Tranks, Saddles and Whips;

W*M

PUTTKN,

Dealer in Drags, Medtetc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Vaw Daw Bibo's Family Medicines; River 8t.

V

idmoi.

it

11,

V

The

«•*

testimonial fund for the

that,

though you bathe

and bind U

widow of

a dog's tall

in splinta,yet

the crook out of

it.

Now

you

iu

oil

cannot get

a man’s sectar-

the crook in the dog^s
Thanking the public for their past pat- Haywood, the cashier who lost his life io
ronage liberallybestowedupon us, I solicit the raid on the Northfleld bank recently, toll, which cannot be eradicated,and I
ihe good will and patronage of the public has reached the sum of f 18,077.85, of hold that every one should be allowed to
for the future.
which the bank whose vaults he defended wag his own peculiarity in peace. T Like
ian bias is simyly

Simon Reidsema..

Holland, Oct.

18,

1876.

with his life contributed |6,000.

wise in politics.

n, the latjrt ha

edtotlf vie
America tiisitize

r.
HOLLAND

CITY,

reaponaent,
shikinff hinds
ent, his
has been shaking
hands wii
with an

MICHIGAN.

J!!6!^6

*

^

9ent6r>nial visitorsdaily un-

iWi

THE SEWS COSDESSED.
Ths

recent collision on the Delswire, Lack-

iwiom

mmI Western niiwiy, in Pennsylvmi!,

tarns ant to .hire been } more serious

iff sir

thin first reports' Indicated.' ' The ' ounilties
nomber nlne piuengerekilled and twenty-six
; seriously injured, some of whom, it M feared,
i cannot rsoover. 4s osnal, the seeMent ifria
the reajUt of , oarelewneeB,
inin

running Into

k

dtedly over this seclusion.

PgLPflMo debt statemen t

^

of the .United

States Treasurer shows a reductionof $3,388,139 during the

month

are the officiaH^nms

oereant bonds

of

bant; and

Maber

diOT at Rome of
Ax Evatt, fiAn, SlSSZeY^T Waffle Have b*-'
o»y l*at He was 70 years of age....
The merchants of Havre, dealing In salt pro- gun the manufacture of wooden bowls. They
visions have petitioned the French Senate to are made of maple.
abolish the duty of 4 per cent, which was addCrake’s barn, at Marshall,was burned the
ed in 1874 to the duty of foreign saltings.
other night. A large number of hogs were
r^feted4'iV<V Total1 loss bn buildings and con__ _ardlj?
to exist It is utterly disorganized. The roads tents estimated at 62.500; incendiary. No inare covered with snow. Fugitivesand soldiers auranoe.
are dying like rotten" sheep. .....
Tueue is a senalble'Justice ~bf the Peace 'll
___ Mdr,

-

October. Appended

Flint, and bia'ftkme is

t:^^^

A

,1 9M.9W.650
*lve per cent bonds ,,,,,, 713,890,450
Six

the pasaenger train?...

oort, 3.367,085 bushels of oats, 888,544 bushels
of rye, and 3,243,245 bushels of barley.

,

hpolder is very nearly out of
Joint He has given up, and now refuses to
aoo av.ybodybut official visitors.The vandals

°* CrH0

ralAntoQeili,wiePo

,

re instant!
of the other
jerked to the
streams from

Asm

SOUTHERN CICMINE.

girl

brought her

Mirtlni A

lover,

,

to, bin

,

but they stopped "the "teS^when* the
locomotives were but a oar’s leugth

Ve7ffw 01
had so

narrowly escaped a

•

stopped the required time at Fort Washington. “The blessed air-brakes”saved

many

lives.

"

15-year-old

sod

U>e Passengers knew

that they

~ —

the twain

.iir. ..

would fain be made one fleeh, but this right-

All
390,100

the. Inhabitants of a Small JUand
Swap* Away by the Wavea-Extraifdl- eous Judge sent her back to her mother
nary Sufferingsof tho Crew of a Unite J
States

A

Owlfloateaofdepo«lt*k'..».j,so,070J)QOii,i
.

Steamer.

letter

weaned.

,

Cm

.

ABaar

from Key West, giving the

;

dispatch says

:

“

to

be

How

And

.

to

(From the London SaturdayRoriew ]

The body of

Harry Angell, aged 12, was found dead in

An

experienoesel ^be United States steamer Sable river,- on Saturday morning. The Hoy
Ossippeo in the storm of the 19th and
had gone out alone to eeta muskrat-trat> on
Total without Intereat.........
. 47D,lo9,98« 20fch of* October, says: “The tnenjin the day previous,and must have fallen in mi
getting About the decks to attend to their
io
duties, were %own violently from their
All
the
logs
in
the1
Dttabawaesbeboom
Cauli InJTreMury;
M.iTS.M* feet and blinded by the salt spray, and
ebove
Green
Point
are
rafted
out, the men’dis'Of111-'* .........
175,967,097
were obliged to go groping about as
oharged
and
paid.
There
are
only a few thonif they were in total darkness.' Tjfoy
•and
logs at Green Point to be rafted out yet,
could only stick to their stations
of deposit ... J?.:;.;...40,670, oft ,‘'1 >(
by the most desperate struggling and the company hopee to be entirely through
|

suicide, that they a^e moved, by unreason-

ing selfishness or vanity. Even vanity
might, and we venture ~'to: Ihin^wouM,
be in many oases overborne by the reof
olleciion that suicide is murder, and that
the person who commits it will be treated
after death as a felon— his body buried
, jMain buildingand Its itmexee, Carriage building, the annexes of Machinery hall, Shoe and
without Christian ritee, hit family dis* Leather building, Photograph annex, Art angraced and, his property -lost to then),
Tndgee’ hill, Agrioultunl
Agricultui hall, Butter and
••• nex. Judges’
rhe man who could make and sign a disearly next
I
*e building,.
building, Pomological
Pomolog
. Cheeeo
hall, Wagon
.Total to TWtfurf.„m........... 19il, 538*354 again** the hatches, grating, doors, deckposition
of his property with the inten' building,barracks and mess houses of the
buckets, and many other articles that
Leak deb Perbt, an old resident of Marshall, tion of suicide clearly in his mind would
Deb< leas oaah in tke Treasury ......
13,092366 575
guards and firemen,and others of less note.
were being swept back and forth across took a dose of morphine Sunday, and died
be more determined on self destruction
In a saloon fight, in Newark, N. J., one
the decks by the rushing of the water from the effectsthereof in six boms. An inthan certainly a half of the persons who
. night last week, two men, Henry Weber and Bonda Uaued to the Kclflo Eallway
as the ship rolled and tossed. BredthOompanlee,intereat payable In lawful
quest was held, and the verdict rendered 'was, at present commit the dreadful act
Henry Mason were killed, and several others
money : Principal eutrtahding.
64,623,512 ing was difficult, and the air taken into
It has not, we believe, been denied by
“Died from an overdose of merphine, adminbsdlycut
Aitereataccrued and not jot
1292470 the lungs was so loaded with sea salts
istered by his own hands.”
medical men that the homicidal mnuia ig
ArvuoATiojr has been made to Mr. Justice
n’oeo:sj8 that it caused excessive irritation,proThe residence of A, B. Paine, at Saginaw frequentlyrestrained by the fear of punOsborne, at Albany, by Henry Smith, acting
ducing violent oouahing and vomi&g.
ishment. But, as the law is at present
fof the Attorney General of New York, for an
The sufferingof the men was most in- City, was entered on Tuesday morning by
Bttifll
worked, many cases occur in which the
burglars, who got away with 6115 in cash, and
ofder that ihe ContinentalLife Inauranoe Com
maniac coolly counts upon the immu‘ pany, ot the city of New York, show cause
coal heavers, who were net onty deprived other articles to the value of 61,000. They
why its businessshould not be doari and the of the opinion the Poetoffice Commissionnow of ventilation, but obliged to inhale the even lighted the gas, and sorted over a lot of nity which will attend lus crime. The
same feeling may work upon suicides,
° company dissolved, its effects distributed, ind investigating i
0f raUway mail transsalt-water steam produced by the sea papers which were with the money.
• / a receiver appointed to supersede the present
iney may, and no doubt often do, know
portation will recommend the re-establishment
A Bat Cm saloon-keeper got into trouble and Relieve that under no circumstances
one in the action of John, A. White against the of the fast mail trains, and will support the rushing into the fire-room, It was then
company. The order is asked for on the recommendationby evidence of their neoes- thought advisable to encourage the men a while ago down in Toledo, and was incarcer- will the old law be brought to bear upon
utringthof the report of Acting Superintendent
It appears that the testimony taken in by the use of stimulants. The surgeon ate 1 in jail there. He was engaged to be mar- their case. Among recent examples
, ftmTtb, of the Insurance Department, who has
nearly all of the Western States is singularly found a sufficient quantity to give oil
ried, and, as his butiness affairs weie being there is a large, proportion in which the
mace an examination of the affairs of the unanimous in favor of the restoration of this
hands
“tot” each, and sent badly managed during his enforcedabsence, suicide, however insane upon the one
' company, and considers their assets insufficient
svBtem. It is certain,however, that none of
it
the cabin
disto reimburse the outstandingrisks. 'The order
the railroadswill restore these fast mails unthe womau of his choice went down to Toledo pmnt, was perfectly sane upon everywas granted.
tributed. The effect of the storm
less increasedcompensation is given.
thing else, and there being no restrainthe animals
board was and was married to him in jail, and returned ing thought in the fear of legal conse, THE WEST.
Chief Justice Waite has announced the
to Bay City to take charge of his saloon.
Chicago elevators, as per official figures, decision of the United States Supreme Court peculiar. The cats disappearedthe
quences, has been left to commit selfMas. John F. Miller, of Battle Croek, who
morning before the storm, and were not
ooutain 2,295,460bushels of wheat; 1,948,532 upon the applicationof Mrs. Belva A. Lockmurder as an act affecting himself alone.
wood for admission to practice In that court. seen for five days afterward.The dog was frightened by tramps trying to open a There are many men to whom disgrace
bushels of com; 634,356 busheli of oats; 194,
d.®^i9P was in the negative, it being Daniel, a splendid pointer, owned by window of the room in which she was sitting
pears worse than death. Such a feei438 bushels of rye, and 916,181 bushels of bar
held that none btft men may practice as the Captain, exhibited the greatest dread alone on Wednesday night, died on Saturday
ley, making a grand total of 5,983,967bushels,
ng is not uncommon even among those
attorneys and counselors before that august at being left alone, and was only apagainst 3,755,414bushels at this period last
morning, having had no interval of cowcious- whose intellects are considerablydisoryear.... A false alarm of “fire** created a
peased when some one was petting him, nesa since the occurrence.Mrs. Miller was dered. Stealing, adultery, blasphemy
panic in a Chinese theaterin Ban Francisco,a
GENERA!..
The hens and turkeys, usually the highly esteemed, and her sudden death has are quite impossible to many a man who
few nights ago. The building was crowded,
The
population of Buffalo, N. Y„ as. taken most hungry and voracious and quarrel- cast a shade of gloom over the community.
will yet commit suicide. The idea of
and a rush was made Yor the single means of
exit, and many were trampled dawn in the con- by the police authoritiee and just repoited,is some beasts on board, forgot their hunhurting another is often more repugnant
Escahaba
Tribune:
“Marshall
McF&U,
fusion. The police dragged out twenty dead 143,594, being 25,889 increase in six years, and ger, and barely opened their eyes when
than that of hurting one’s self.
while
out
for
a
load
of
wood
yesterday,
found
bodies and about the same number of wounded.
9,021 more than the State census taken last food was thrown to theto. Two birds,
There are many with whom a considDie Chinese refused to render any assist- year. The work was done by 120 policemen in bobos, a species of pelican, came on the dead body of an Indian named John
eration of the injury done their families
ance, and the performerscontinuedplaytwo days, and the compilation m two days board while we were lying in the vortex. Aleck lying beside Portage creek, his paok.and
would operate powerfully as a deterrent,
ing until stopped by the police....
at, \ Mcpet
$86. The They must have been drawn down while empty whisky bottle laid beeide him. The even
Bitting Bull has been heard from again, this
more powerfully than the desire to
* TH.-1
x ,buildiDg0
23,580.... attemptingto fly over us. The parrot probability is that he got drunk and died from
r< time as an applicantfor peace and pro visions
gratify the suicidal impulse. Passion is
£t Fort Peck. The secret of this magnani- ^?llid?l,phi&uUleF^mof016 l8tiMt- Mja: was the only thing on board that seemed exposure. An inqueet was held by E. Glaser,
The total cash admissions to the Centennial
thus controlled, and the man who would
mous willingnessto be forgiven and fed is during the past week were 566.028. The cash at all to enjoy the surroundings.
Esq., and a verdict rendered of ‘death from stick at no crime to attain an end where
found In toe fact that 8. B. has recently re- receipta for the week were $282,054. The ExThe storm commenced on the 19th, expoeure.”’
his own longings are concerned, is yet
i ceived a severe drubbing at the ha jds of Col.
hibitionhas been open 184 days, and during
and
lasted twenty-six hours, and was
Milee’ command, who overtook the hoe til ee at
that time the total number of cash admissions
Mbs. Mary C. Norris, wife of T. J. Norris, held back by the consequences his rashCedar creek on the 21st of October, and for has been 6,924,468, and the receipts in
intensely violent. The seas made clean
merchant, and daughterof John O’Brien, an ness may bring upon those whom be
two days fought and chased them sixty miles
have been 63,279,483.25.The totiJ number of sweeps over the vessel, and the sailors
loves, or even those with whom be wishes
old resident of East Saginaw, while walking on
in the direction of Fort Peck. There the •emissions,cash and free, has been 8,453,923.
suffered severely. She lost her fore and
Indians separated into two parties, and the It is consideredcertain that the financial sucGenesee avenue past the Blise block on Thurs- to stand well It is not possible to believe
that if every intelligent suicide— that is,
next heard of SitttaJT Boll was a message that cess of the Exhibitionwill be such as to admit main-top-gallantemast,and much perday, was struck on the head by some brick desonal property was destroyed.
he was “ coming in." :
every suicide whose intellect has only
of the payment of at least 75 per cent on the
The storm came up over Cuba, and tached from the top of the buildingby the giv- failed on the one point— could be shown,
From late Baa Francisco papers we glean stock subscribed.
ing away of a rope which held a large banner
some additional particulars of the recent terriwhether by argument or by witnessing
The returns of the National Agricultural passed over Key West, leaving a track
stretched across the avenue, and instantly
of
desolation
in
its
rear.
Much
propthe experience of others, that his crime
ble calamityat a Chinese theater in that city, Departmentfor October Indicate a reductionin
erty was destroyed, and several lives killed. Deceased was 19 years old, and was would be punished by social disgrace, he
brief mention of which baa been made heretothe yield of the wheat crop of nearly one-sixth,
were lost
fore. It appears that the disaster was occamarried in July last.
might not be induced to hesitate, and,
sioned by the matting catching fire from a while the quality is somewhat superior. Everv
The island of Kaya Sorga was flooded,
The
following
is a list of the United States as in all diseases, time gained w®uld be
section
of
the
Union
indicates
a
reduced
proChinaman's cigarette.A cry of fire was imand its entire population swept away. patents issued to inventors of Michigan, re- life saved.
mediately Xfdaedq It was benefitnight, and duct, except the Middle States, which increied
the gallery and auditorium were crowded to about 2 per cent. The New England States There were about 400 people there.
The impulse is often transient Recently : D. W. Kellogg, Battle Creek, pump
One vessel was capsized in Key West
their utmost capacity with fully 2,000 men. fell off 4 per cent, the South Atlantic States 2
cylindersand valve ; W. H. Mayo, St. Joeeph, strained for a sufficientperiod, it dies
per
cent,
the
Gulf
States
27
per
Those in the lower and upper circles rushed
harbor, and all hands drowned.
out, and every consideration,legal or
elothee pine ; N. Holmes, Ypeilanti,oilers ; J.
for the doot. The crowd surging from the cent, the Southern Inland States 8 per
The storm is pronouncedthe severest
moral, which can be used for its reauditorium broke the door down, while an cent, the States north of the Ohio river 14
N. Brokaw, Ovid, odometers ; 0. W. Jones,
straint should be diligently sought out
immense mass from the gallery broke down the per cent, the States west of the Mississippi that has visited Key West since 1845.
Centerville,and E. A. Jonee, Sturgis,fruit
etair-caee and precipitated themselves on the nver 27 per cent, the Pacific States nearly 2
and employed. Half a dozen verdicts
driers ; J. H. Lewis, Detroit, grain-drill teeth
head* below. The large, heavy double doors, per cent These figures point to a yield of
of “ felo de se ” would have a stronger
Denounced
from
the Pulpit.
twelve by six feet, wore wrested off their ifl??- 5i45’05J’500ibushels. The rye crop of
J. Menzies, Detroit, spring-bed bottoms; J.
influenoo, we are convinced, upon inhinges, and twenty- five or thirty men from
A sensational episode occurred in the M. Rhodes, Hancock, invalid-bed bottoms ; G. tending suicide*, and would have a
above fell upon them and crushed a large numBaptist Church at New Haven, Conn., H. Ames, Adrian, car coupling,reissue.
Its predecessor. The cot crop of 1876 shows a
greater effect upon the annual number of
ber beneath. It was impossible to extricate
last Saturday, which is attended by the
them, and they, were trampled and mangled by falling off of 27 per cent compared with its
The lumber shipment from Saginaw river oases than any medical treatment whatthe panic-stricken crowd. Nineteen were killed predecessor. Every section of the Union is members of the Winchester family,
during October is reported to bo 68, 500,000 feet ever.
whose large works for the manufacture
and twenty-seven wounded. In the meantime deficient Buckwheat is folly an average
The
barley
crop
is 9 per cent less than the
of which 42,590,000 id “entered” from Bay
the fire had been subdued, and the actors conof arms are located in that city. The
A Binghamton man is suing for a diaverage.
tinued the performance, which allayed the
City, the balance from the Baginaws. Total vorce from his wife on the plea that she
company
has
an
extensive
contract
for
The case of F. W. Gilley, Jr., applying for
panic, doubtlesspreventing many others from
supplying the Turkish army with repeat- shipments from the river for the season to date, has a glass-eye that is always open nights,
destruction. The calamity occurred at mid- an injunctionagainst the IllinoisCentral railnight Policemenjust going on their beats road in referenceto the bonda of the Missis- ing rifles, \vhich are now rapidly manu- 409,500,000feet, of which Bay City shipped and the “aspect makes him nervous.”
were attractedby the veils and moans of the
factured for shipment to Constantinople. 275.000.000 feet and Saginaw 134,000,000 He coaxed her to close it with red sealwounded and dying. Die news spread all over sippi Central railroad, has been decided,a New
Last Sunday, several members of the feet Shipments to the same date last year, ing-wax, bnt that only increased hi*
lork court refusing the injunction and busChinatown, and in a few minutes there was a
family being in attendanceat the services, 419.000.000 feet Salt shipments from the terror.
perfect babel of confusion.The dead and
tho officiating minister took for his sub- river this season, about 800,000 barrels ; shinwounded, horribly mangled, and blood oozing
ject the war troubles in the East. Re- gles, 101,000,000 ; timber,cubic feet 1,179,000.
from their mouths, eyes and noses, were ranged
rOREIGN.
MARKETS.
on the sidewalk, while the shriebsof men and
citing the stories touching the barbarous
There is trouble in the Nova Scotia Govwomen mingled with theii^agonizing groans.
NEW YORK.
treatmentof the Bulgarian Christians by
Detroit Prices Current.
ernment and the resignationof a promiThe rsi
Buvn .......................... 6 60 £10 60
the Turks, the preacher denouncedthe Wheat, white, perbu ..............
$ 1 08
I 22
Hoob .............................5 35 A 6 00
entof,
nent membei ia anticipated. The dif1 18
Turkish people, and gave his opinion Wheat, amber, per bn * ......... 1 00
Cotton ............................
12
__________
Corn,
per
bn
.......................
60
51
2™;* *8 oi
personal nature. .
Flour— Snperflne Western ........ A 35 a 5 OO
that all Christian people should unite in Clover seed, per bn .......
of toe State of Indiana amounts to 66,428,7
75
&
8
00
Blade, the American Spiritualistic humbug,
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............i 25 A 1 26
1 80 ^ 1 90
.who was ai rested In London a short time ago behalf of the persecuted brethren in Timothy seed, per bn .....
Corn— WesternMixed ..... ....... 57
61
Gate, perbu ......................
87
Oats— No. 2 Chicago ...............
45
49
sentenced to three months’ impriaon- their straggle for religious and political
Barley, per 100 Iba .................
80
@
1 25
Rye— Western ...................... 75
82
____ CongrcH* AdTice8 from theinterior liberty. Then he referredto the fact of
Bye,
per
bn ........................ 60 <a 65
Pork—
New
Mess
..................
17
00
£17
j5
sional school lands still unsold in the State.
of Cuba describe the effects of the late hurriipples,
per
brl ....................
75
&
1
00
Lard—
Steam
......................
10
the Turkish contract with the Winches„ A PAussKOEB train going west on (he Ohio cane as very disastrous. Die sugar crop,
Beans, unpicked, per bn ........... 80 A 1 30
ter manufactory, and said that “ keepCHICAGO.
Beans, picked, per bn .......... .... 1 80 d 1 40
aid Miasipippirailroad collided with a freight wWch promised to be exceptionallyabundant,
Beeves — Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 00 £ 5 25
• 20
21
will be much reduced .... A dispatch from Bel- ing a house of prostitution was a respect- Butter, per lb ......................
Choice Natives..,.,..4,.. 4 40 £ 4 75
28
30
grade says an order hae been read in the streets able occupation compared to furnishing Beeswax,per lb ....................
Cows and Heifers,/...... 2 40 £ 3 CO
Buckwheat flour, per 100 lb ........ 2 25 (A 9 05
throughout tho day callingon all able-bodied arms which would be used for the masGood Second-clnss Steers. 3 50 £ 3 80
Cider, per gal. . ....................
6
7
Medium to Fair ..........4 0Q. @ 4 25
men to report themselves for immediate ser- sacre of Christians.”
Dried apples, $r lb ................4«<a b
Hoos— Live ....................... 5 75 £ 6 00
The Turk, 1.0k trusporu^Zi
Dressed hogs, per 100 lbs .......... 5 00 2 5 50
xor several years an inoian delegate In WashFLOUB-Fancy White Winter. ...... 6 75 £ 7 5Q
Those of $he Winchester family who Eggs, per do* .....................
thereforeadvance but slowly,
22
Good to c hoice Spring Ei. 5 00 £ 5 5(1
pel lb .......................
6
25
The great maritime canal connecting Am- were present were naturally outabged by Hops,
Wheat— No. Spring, New........1 08 £ 1 00
Hay,
timothy,
per
ton ..............8 00. ©10 po
No. 8 Spring ..............
98
99
was at the time of his death a member of the sterdam with the German ocean was opened this direct allusioD -to them from the Hay, mixed, per ton ............... 7 00 a 7 75
Oo»N-No.
...................
41 £ ,42
pulpit, and there is: much feeling in Hay, marsh, per ton .............. 5 00 g 6 00
Chickasaw Senate.
A collision took place beon the 1st insti with Imposing ceremonies, at
Oats— No.
, 31
39r
6 50
tween a “wild” engine and the weat-bound
New Haven omthe subject. -AiVew; York btraw, per ton ... ..... .......... fl
Rye— No. ...... ...... ............58
cj
which the King, members ofthe Cabinet, and
Tufkeys,dressed, per lb ..........11 A 7 13
World. >
Barley— No. 2, New ...... ........ 76
77
Onions, per nn... ....... .......... 35
40
Butter— Creamery.... v; ......... 30
3*
Potatoes,per bn ......... .......... 75
90
Eoos-Fresh ............. •••' ...... 22
24
by which John Ginther,engineer of the tingle
A Struggle with an Eagle.
Honey, comb, per lb ...............ifl
17,
end
A harbor covering 250 acres.
Pork— Mesa.
16 25,
engine, and Moeee Brash ear, fireman of the
...... ...16 00
Chickens, per pairf ...... . ......... 30
40
Lard........
expreestrain, were killed, and two other railOfficial dispatches both from St. Peters..... g«»<a 9
Mr. John P. Cantenter, station agent Chickens, dressed, per lb.
sf.'LOuis.
road employes were leverely injured* The burg and Belgrade, toe Servian capital, anTnrWys,live,perlb ..... .......
9
WHEAT-^NqFaU.w... ..... 1 19 £ 1 23
Tallow, per lb. .....................
7
7^ Oork—
rccident occurred about sixteen milee from
WesternMisxftd
nounce that the Porte has finally complied
Hides, per lb ...................
g
/g*
Lroisville.
Oats— No. 2
.........30 £ . 31
......
Jo
wito the demand of Russial’or ah armistice, bird flying over the tree tops, about 200 Ptolte, each. .....
Rye— No. 2....»••••••<
....... . 57
68
A few days sliice a committee of twelve apd that a two months’ truoe ha* been agreed
Wool, per lb, unwashed... ........ 20
23
Pore— Mess..,,,.,. r Vf>
.....16 75 £17 00
yards high. He flwdi and brought it Wool, flnetwashed..................
30
33
hfwn the Board nf /Trade of Chicago waited upon, commencing Nov. 1. The
9)4® 9*4
down. Henan to pick it up, and found Wool, combing.
35 fl 40
flOQB..... >
5 85 £ 6 00
, upon J ndge Mo Alllstcr,and presentedhim a
^\per
.............3 00 A 4 00
m^hol?0
th® 1)081110118 wffthey it lying on its back, alive; and JWith bill
OARLE...
.I...' ..... 2 60 £ 4 50I
Wood, beech #nd maple ........... 47* a 5 petitionsigned by 8,000 citizens, asking him
•' MILWAUKEE. ,'1 I®' VJ
and talons open, ready for a fight Mr. Wpod, hickory,. ...............; 575 g
The Armenians, some >1000,006 stronm not
Wheat-No. .....................ns £ U7
to resign. The cause of this request was his
Carpenterattempted
to
take it by the
No. 2..........^.......... no £ 111
alleged unfairnessand prejudice in .rulingsin of the Sclavonic race, nojv see their opporOOBN—
45 (A 46
feet ; but the bird fastenedite claws into
the Sullivanmurder case, lately tried in that
tunity, and ask the Porte to be freed horn the
Oats—
No.
2....
30
31
city. Tile petition irta filed by th«J Judge;
his hands, 'ahd'ne was imprisoned by a A Thrilling Incident on the Bailropf
Philidelphu telegram says the Centennial Board of Finsnoe hiTe resolved to offer at
public auction, on the 80th of November,all
the buildings erected from their funds,
The
straoturee to come under the hammer are the
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of ,endal
in Asia Minor
is seriouslvill. Hisphysil
softeningof .the brain .... The for-

The Pottsville Miners' Journal print*
wounded black JUnerican eagle. There
was a server©tusqfefor a few minutes ; the following:
A thrilling incident occurred on the
but the man qfmmered, though his
the* Memphis. and Little Rook railroad,, the
North
Pennsylvaniarailroad, near Amhands
were
very
oaoly
scratched
in
the
other light, qear iRdumndaon, cauee^.ito .the
fight. The eagle’s .WWgs were injured, bler station, one night recently.1Tfk
but it is thought they are not broken, western ex 'jess down, crowded with
next bell1gli^tnar^cseD!^ecrM8^^erofcT^n^v
and piling the- pasaetfgetsup
and that it will Ikve.r^Providenoe Jour- 6OO1 passengers,was dashing along at a
in a promiscuous
neap. Two
0fTflyPJ?00^0n^mmntiDg
th®
miacuous heap.
Two .passengers
.passengerswere
rapid rate, while an excursion train,
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killed, and about twenty
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CoirrfiABf g to prevailingreports, no oorrespondence his recently passed between -the
The number of postal-cardsIssued during
Governmentsof tho United States and Spain
the month of October was 23,116,000, being an
concerningan extraditiontreaty. There is
increase of 2,977,500, or nearly 15 per cent,
now no serious subject of controvereybetween
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inoed that, since the British Gov*
it had expended its best efforts
•nt its means to, (the extent of
>, we should have some positive
gq as to what nature is busy with
nt the north pole.
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[I. I. Hayealn New York Herald.]
CincinnatiCommercial, a great amount escape to Vigo and his arrest there are
___
J, have alwnyg believed in the existence
of loose reasoning in referenceto the wellkuown. “Hunt” is now said
said to
be
wants and claims of Russia in particular, Tweed's sofi-in-law, Mr. Maginnis. of ofjm'T open Pplar sea. I think I Wood
and the Eastern question in general. New Orleans; with whose appoariftobe nfffin ite shorts in 1861. I believe that
IMPORTANT LEGAL DECISION.
Lack of trustworthy information in re- a photograph of Hunt agrees perfectly. sea navigable,and I am utterly at a loss
_ cie*— for doing tbs ______
to understandwhy the Alert and Disgard to the country of the Gzary its reOriginal Amount of a Note Alwork— none have attracted
attention
sources, population, government and
HOTCHIMJ TOE AffAKl*.
tered by Chemicals Cannot be Hekotioal farmers nere Ike the \
customs ; our own comparativeslight
oovered.
DIOXKT FANNING MILL, OF RACINE,WU.,
lattre American System a Failure ?-Secfet
intercourse, coupled with the fact that a
leading Fan of the West, where 60,000 are
[Ftomth*Boston Herald, Oct. 90.] •>
Action ot the Centennial Commission—
use, 4000 having been sold this season,
greater part of our informationis viewed
The Supreme Court has sent down a
No Signatures of Judges to the Reports. long list of Arctic heroes has died out
sizes, costing from $28 to $60, and oleanrescript
in
the
case
of
the
Citizens’
Nathrough English spectaclesand preju
with
the
advance
of
steami
the
telegraph,
fPbUsdslphis Oor. New York Tribune.] I'fft
__
from
40 to 400 bnsbels hourly, snpply
dices, are su imoient
________________
excuses for this.
The pith of the system of awards has and home comforts. Now, please re- tional Bank vs. Richmond. This was a every want of the farm or the warehouse. It
There are many who believe Russia .been punched out by the action of a member that this great English
an expedi suit to recover on a note for $500, made la the grand outcome of forty-five years’ expehas hostile designs upon .England's rump of the Centennial Commission in tion really etarted. where I left off. The by Lucius W. Pond, of Worcester. It rience in Fan-making.
power in India and the lyint ; others secret session, so that little more than an north pole was only approached by appears that in August, 1875, Pond ^ Ike Judges on AgriculturalImplements oonthat she desires to establish the Greek empty and valueless form is left. This some eighty miles nearer than I ap- applied to the defendant to indorse the finned the opinion I expressedlest summer, of
th| great superiority of a Harvesting Machine,
Chinch to the exclusion of the Jesuits may seem like a strong statement,but it proached it. It is said that the ice was note, being a note for. $500, and the by giving it the only premium in its class,
in all Sclavoniccountries and ip Turkey. is borne out bv all the facts the public eighty feet thick. In plain English, I defendant indorsed it for Pond’s accom- though au the leading Hamster* of the country
While these might be more or less the can get at. For six weeks a small frao- don’t believe it, and I don’t understand modation. Pond thereupon, by the use were here competing— an award reflecting the
of all
______
_ ______
ent
and impartial
viaitore
remote effect of hostilities,and a gen- tm of the Commission, clothed with all how it happened that a grand expedition, of chemicals, rendered invisible the
who have examined these machines. I refer to
eral war, and even while they may now the powers of the whole body, has been fitted out with such a great flourish of words “ five hundred ” and the figures
kSTBRLT AND SON’S HARVK8TXB,
cut no inconsiderable figure ini the tinkering with the reports of the judges trumpets, at such enprmous cost, should “500,” and wrote over them the words on which the binders ride, which is manifestly
knotty Eastern problem, we are frank to in the interest of unsuccessful exhibit- have got frightened after one winter, “ two thousand
and the figures superiorto all other Harvesters on exhibition.
confess that they do not compass or ora, and With thd aid of a newly consti- and hurried home witik the old cry Jhat 41 2,000.” Pond then procured
proct
the Tw also received the first and only premium
fathom Russia’s purpose, nor are either tuted group of Judges on Appeals is the north pole can’t be reached. They plaintiffbank, in the ordinary course of on their BroadcastSeeder and Cultivator,and
of them sufficient to justify Russia’s preparing h supplementary list of awards. did not stay there long-enoughto tell business, to discount
the note,
---------, and the
taking up arms. It must be borne in Now a good deal oan be said in favor of anything about it. To be sure, the bank
‘
did so, being entirely innocent of
In the case of a robber at Boston, an
mind in the first place that Russia will making some additional awards. Among matter of getting to the florth pole is of the fraud. Before this note became
not go to war for an idea, as England tens of thousands of articles it is prob- little consequence in a business point of due, Pond was arrested and imprisoned offloer swore positively to knowing thAt
did in the Crimean contest, forwhich,
orwhii
able that some may have been over- view. It may be of no consequence for a large number of similar transao- the prisoner had been prowling around
according to John Bright, she paid 40,- looked, and some palpable errors may whatever, but here is ah expedition tions. The plaintiff bank, after the nights for over a year past The man
000 lives, £100,000,000,and loaned to have been inadvertentlycommitted by fitted out expresslyto do it;has unlimit- maturity of the note, applied to the thereupon charged the officer with perinsolventsin the Bosphorus as much the judges. Rightly constituted, a ed time; has every possible advantage, writing, which set forth the amount for jury, bringing as proof that he was only
more ; and in the next place her finan- Board of Appeal Judges would seem to has the unqualified support of the British which the note was given, a solution of released from State prison in June."
cial conditionis not such as would jus
be a proper adjunct to a system of deal Government,and envet, frighted by one nutgalls, and this application revealed
At our request, Oragin & Co. , Philadeltify her in so doing. Emsia’s annual mg out honors at a great exhibition. winter’s experience,harries home to re- that the ohauge had been made from
phia, Pa., have promised to send any of
deficit is larger thap Austria’s,her
port
another
failure.
The
Polaris
did
$500
to
$2,000,
The
defendant
was
fault of tUe Commission is that, in
finances are muddled, ahd her statesmen order to give the re]>ort8 of these judges better, for even after the death of poor present and did not object when the our readers gratis (on receipt of 15 cents
lack the ability to straighten them. the same weight as those of the regular Oapt. Hall it stuck until it was crushed nutgall was applied. The note was to pay postage) a sample of Dobbin’s
In 1881, the total interest-bearing judges, and to cover up their own tink- by the ice. Had Capt. Buddington demanded and protestedas a note for Electric soap. Try it. Send at once.
debt was £185,360,000 ; but in addition ering with the regular reports, they been imbued with the same emotions as $500 and $2,000, and the defendant was
The season for coughs and colds is
there are upward of 750,000,000 roubles have at one blow broken up the vhole actuated Capt. Hall I believe he could duly notifiedas an indorser by two
rapidly Approaching,and every one should be
issued in paper bills of credit, together carefully-devisedand admirable system have steamed to the north pole, and I notices, one treating the note as $500 prepared to check the flret symptoms, aa a
with a large floating debt, the amount of of signed reports, bearing the names and venture to say that, whether the Alert and another as a note for $2,000.
cough contracted between now and Ohristmai
which is unknown. Therefore,lacking resting upon the responsibility of the could or could not have gone there, one
The case was tried in the Superior frequentlylasts all winter. There is no better
remedy than Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
the needful funds which are the sinews judges making them. The very meat year’s experiencewas not enohgh to Court for Worcester county, and the
For all diseases of the throat and lungs It
of war, any serious interference with En- and marrow of the system adopted for prove it
court ruled that the plaintiff oould not should be used internally and externally.
gland’s India possessions may not be the Centennial was that in case of each
I am a firm believer in an open Polar recover, and the plaintiffalleged excepThere oan be no mistake about it.
looked upon as alarming at present. award the examining judge should make sea. It is not a sea available for the pur- tions. The Supreme Court has given
When it is considered that a conquest a written report stating the merits of the poses of commerce, but it is certainly a judgment for the defendant, holding Matchleee ” plug tobacco takes the lead. Old
of India by Russia would involve long articlefor which it was recommended; sea or ocean, as you may please to call that “the defendant never made the fine-out cbewera say it gives batter satisfaction
and is cheaper than fine-out. You cannot be imand tedious marches over lofty moun- that he should affix his signature to the it. Whatever interest attachesto it is note for $2,000, which was the only one posed upon, as each plug has the words Matohtain ranges, exposed to exhausting and report, and that the other judges of of a purely scientific character. To that the plaintiff accepted.”
lees P. T. Co.” on a woodnn tag. Try it once
and you will always ohew it. Manufactured by
enervatingclimates, over poorly- watered the same group should add theirs as pursue science requires patience, and to
the Pioneer Tobacoo Company, New York.
and tracklesswilds of sand, for over approving it. Successfulexliibitors go with a great Government expedition,
An African King’s Reception.
2,000 miles away from any solid base of were to be furnished with copies of especially to make scientificdiscoveries,
CoL C. O. Long, of the Egyptian Pimples on the face, rough skin)
operations at Oxenburg, some of the these reports,with liberty to publish with the distinct understandingthat
army, now visiting with his family chapped hands, sallrheumand all cutaneous
difficulties will be seen. Then met by a
them. The reports, signed in most there is no other motive, seems to me to friends in St. Louis, gives the following affectionscured, the skin made soft and
large force at the Indus, which could be rases by experts of established reputa- require something more than a simple
account of his receptionat the court of smooth, by the use of Juniper Tar Boap. That
transportedfrom England via Suez bet- tion, were to be the real prizes, not the “ It can’t be done.” So far as getting
made by Caswell, Hazard A Co., New York, is
King Mtesa, to which he had penetrated the only kind that oan be relied on, as there
ter than Russia could reach there by trumpery copper medals and paper di- to the north pole is concerned, I am
with two attendantsonl
ay:
are many imitations, made from common tar,
land. Then defeat would be annihila- plomas.
sure it ran be done, and in failing to do
My
reception by this strange and which are worthless.
tion, and victory might be strippedof
After the Commission began to change it after only one year’s trial I thmk the mysterious King was unique. Covering
any solid or abiding benefits.
In consequence of the many inferior
some of the reports at the instanceof English expeditionhas shown a lament- the hilltops that characterize the moun1. Russia wants free and unrestricted exhibitors, it was seen that it would not able lack of English pluck. They say
imitations, the manufsotnrers of the oelebrsted
tainous districtsof the lake regions were
“Matchless" brand of ping tobacco have been
access to the ocean, in that her trade do to send out these doctored docu- they had a dreadful time of it, some
thousands of the people of Uganda as- compelled to protect themselvesby a trade
and industry may be developed. As ments, to be disavowedperhaps by the people were frozen and three or four of
sembled to welcome “ the Great White mark. Everyplugnow has the words “ MatchAlexander L expressed it, she wapts judges whose names were affixed; nor them died. That was their own fault.
Prince,” asthey railed me. King Mtesa, less P. T. Co.” thereon.The Pioneer Tobacoo
“the keys to her own house.” Peter could the signatures of the regular Traveling in the Arctic regions is not
surrounded by his courtiers and harem, Co., 124 Water at., N. Y., are the manufacturers.
the Great thought he was amply* repaid group jifdgesbe placed to supplementary more terribleor more dangerous than
as I arrived, sent a messenger to ask me
Lung fever, common cold, catarrhal
for his long and bloody contest with awards which tney had no hand in traveling anywhere else. It is a matter
to appear before him and show him the fever and nasal dieoharge of a brownish color
Charles XIL, of Sweden, when he making; so it was determined to change of care and judgment. Accidents may
strange animal upon . which I was In horns, may be chocked at onoe by liberal
gained the Baltic provinces.Now the the whole system. The signatures are, happen, but it is the duty of a commounted. I was riding the first horse nse of Sheridan'sCavalry ConditionPowders.
issue from the Baltic is blocked by the
therefore, to be suppressedon all the mander to see that they don’t happen. that had ever been seen in Uganda. At
power that commands the sound and reports, and the awards are to go out I believe I have made as long a sledge
Premature lots of hair, which is so
a quickened pace advancing toward the
the belts, and departure from the Black signed by Director General Goshorn and journey as any oile on record. I expert
common
nowadays, may bs entirely prevented
King and courtiers they fled precipisea by the Turks at Constantinople. Secretary Campbell instead of by the enoed a temperature during that journey
tately before me, while I, turning my by the use ot BoBNrrr’s Coooaiwe.
These are Russia’s two vital points, and judges.
of 70 degrees below zero, and yet there horse, regained the hill from which I
hence her interest in affairs at Copenwas never in all the sixty days occupied had descended, and, throwing ray foot
AGENTS WANTED FOR HISTORY
A Traveling Bank.
hagen and Constantinople.
by the journey so much as a frost-bite from the stirrup, in the act of dismount2. Russia wants an adjustment of the
About six months ago a man entered to any of the party, and yet that was in
ing, I was surprised to see the people
Sclavonian question— that is, the strug- the bar of the Belvidere House, corner the exact region where the English exIt sMkfMtor than aovothn book. On* Aftmt acid 14
scatter in every direction in dismay. I
gle of the Sclave people of Southeastern of Calvert and Franklin streets, and peditionhas been, finding, as they say,
learned from the interpreter that they
Europe for uni cation and freedom called for a drink, which he took and eighty feet of ice. The Polaris was in
had supposed, up to that moment, that
If you
based on the principleof nationality. withdrew. It was noticed at the time the same quarter and got nearly as far
own
I and the horse were one animal— that I
The Sclaves number upward of 40,000,- that he was very much intoxicated. north.
was a kind of a centaur. I was pre
auM la tte Mm mt
000, professing the same faith, speak- About an hour afterward J. P. Powers,
The Polaris met with no such ice, but
cheapest* and
mhI ’bl**
kv***>'
k
beathand
ing
iug me
the same
same language.
language, if
If we exoep
except one of the proprietors,found a small met with the same evident demoraliza- seated the next day to the King— a tall,
graceful man, dressed in a flowing Ara- pnaiiafaOnfaf FIVI D0LL4M.
--about 1,000,000free Servians and 4,000,- valise
......
;ni
behind the
door which he sup tion. Jn my opinion there is no serious
000 Roumanians of the principalities posed had been left by the stranger, and trouble about getting to the north pole, bic robe, bound at the waist by a girdle 709M AXX2ICA PU88 00., 61 Mtmy fit., Niv Tort.
who are free, we have the balance who accordingly had it put away, thinking but I don’t believe it can be done in one to which a cimeter was suspended, and
The Best Trass without
with sandaled feet, who eyed my horse
are tryrannizedover by all alien races. he would certainly call for it again. A
Metal Spring* ever Invented.
year and may be not in two, and I must with affrighted glance and retreated
No humbug claim of a certain
Some are held under military sway in few days after DetectivesMitchell and say, and that most emphatically, that the
jradiosl cure, but a guarantee
Austro-Hungary,while 18,000,000 in Kimmel visited the house, inquiringif results of this last of the Arctic expedi- toward his throne. Prostrate bodies
of a comfortable,aaoue, and
covered the entrance and floor of the
satlafactorrappliance.W«
Roumelia are lorded over by Turkish a man named John L. Johnson had tions are in no way commensuratewith
_
Hill take back and pay fall
^^prlre for all that do not lull. Price, ilngle.
barbarians. Is it strange that Russia stopped there. Although he had re- its pretensions any more than they are hut It was here that the King held
like
out,
S4
;
for
both
*idee,
8«. Sent by mall, postpaid,
audience with his different shieks and
regards the condition of the Sclaves mained in the bar-room but a short while,
on swa
receipt
uiyi* vi
of price.
ygiw. av.aj.—
N. b.—Thh
jnie sTruti
nmu asms
uill vmra
cure mvrm
more
ith its opportunities. Its like will chiefs, and the heads of the different vs*
Ruptures
than
any
Rupture*
qf thoee for teklch extraraffant claims
with feelings of more than ordinary in- Mr. Powers recognized his visitor of a
---made, r"
Ciretui
— lari free.
never be seen again, and the chance for branches of his Government. The cere- are
POMEROY TIRUSS GO.. 74* Broadway. Now York.
terest ? Bound by ties of language, re- few days before from the description
a grand achievement has been thrown mony ended in a slight inclination of
ligion, and propinquity of territory,her furnished by the detectives,and in
away. In short, the whole thing is a the head of the King to his messengers,
oppositionto the 'Turks, and aid to the formed them of the valise left in the sa- failure without the explanatoryclause,
down-troddenChristians, means some- loon. This was the object of their “ We stuck till the last moment, and did
thing more than the establishment of search, as it contained $35,000 in bonds what we could.” They had food and all
. tmbled throng at the ..if,., for |60, and a copy of Potter’s L ---the. Greek Church to the exclusion of and greenbacks, which were delivered
manner of stores for two years more, and door, and dragged them, halloaing and
Encyclopedia, Quarto, looo Illtutrathe Papal. In May, 1867, M. Bolit, a by the detectivesto Jonnson. Nothing should, in my judgment, have stayed
tion*. price, I*!}, given to tfh penon tend*
struggling,away to an executioner,who,
0^77
log tula dab. For ide at all New* •
Croatian agitator at a Pan-Sclavonic more was heard of nim until yesterday, there until those stores were eaten up.
MA cent* a number. SpecialTerm* to
as the fancy struck him, had them 187?. at
Pa.
Agenta. J. E. Porraa A Co.. Phils.,
Pb
meeting honored by the presence when Detectives Gault and Pontier arIn the Arctics it is generallydown to poniarded or choked to death, or had
of Coimt Tolstoy, the Minister of rested John Parsons, of the American 29 degrees, but even there it does not
Education,M. Pogzeboff, the Mayor House, corner Calvert and Franklin freeze unless the air is entirely calm, for their brains dashed ont This is a sac. 1 will atilt bi* IRACKIT SAW VZA» with
II S«w*. tvn nlcv P»iurn», *n4 full dlrveilonifcr
of St. I etersburg,and other eminent streets, upon the charge of having stolen water in motion does not freeze. I have rifice which is mafle to all African kings.
ScrollStwlnr on r«e«lpiot ll.tt. SatUtMtlon
ruimnicff].
Klnrotqnaliiv*f Htw BUd«i nulled
the following language : $285 from Johnson. The latter said he seen waves rolling at 50 degrees below
for 10 ot*. per doim. for 000 ml. Send lump far
Remarkable
Escape
from
Death.
U
L
___ U _1_ .4 T-• 1 1
“The battle of Sadowa has decided the was kept up by Parsons until a late hour aero, ™
iwlec-lUt rfprmrnl worii.dMcni. F IrttVMdtnd
without a particle of ice in sight,
D*ii«r Scroll 8«w«. Evtmhlniti bottom pria
The genius which is supposed to predestiniesof the European Rost. In Monday night drinking,and that when The next day, when the air fell to calm,
side
over
the
lives
of
drunken
men.
says
consequence of it the German world has taken to his room he remembered being
the whole sea was covered with a crystal
the Los Angelee (Cal.) Herald, interbeen separated from the Bdavonian* considerablyjostled and polled about.
JOHN WILKINSON,
mantle. The Arctic ocean is over 2,000
what remains to be done is to solve the* The case was brought before Justice miles in diameter, and if anybody will posed to prevent a shocking accident at
M Lake Street,
Sdayqman question— a task to be ful- Gaff yesterday afternoon and dismissed onoe get over the land-clinging ice belt the depot last Saturday. For some time
CfelCAGoJ
before the departure of the San Berfilled oy the Sclavonians themselves— for want of evidence. Johnson hails
NEW W1LLCOX ft GIBBS
and into the middle of the Arctic sea he
and chiefly by Russia. Russift,gentle- from Pennsylvania, and has a brother in might sail there to his heart’s content, nardino train, J. North was disporting
men, is no longer Ruseian, it is Sclavo- Indianapolis, Ind,, who is. a banker. and I, for one, cannot see why this En- himself about the depot in a maudlin
state of intoxication. When the train
nian; nay, Pan-Sdavonian. The re- The latter,it is said, keeps him liberally
glish expedition 'should so soon have
started, he attempted to get aboard, but
sources at her disposal are ’material but supplied with tundB.— Baltimore Qadoned the field. There are certain
missed his hold and fell between the
also moral. SclavonicRussia is no menavenues to this great, mysterious, unOnly machine
car and the depot platform.The space
ace to civilization, but only prepares
Latest
'“iwn water,
^
in the world
A Big Plum for Philadelphia.
here interveningis only about eighteen Invention, and
Europe for witnessingthe reunion of the
with
’here is the of£*tried Behring Strait,
producing
Antomatic
The
cash
receipts
at
the
gates
of
the
inches wide, and Nortm being extremeoclavonian family. ” If this means anymost
re is Baffin bay, there is the SpitzTension and
ly obese, failed to go through to terra
Nnrvclooa
Jnmg, it is that, since Austria is no Centennial Exhibition will not be far
Stitch
gen sea and the Greenland sea. In
Results.
from $3,000,000. For every dollar that
tirma, where in all probability he would
Indicator,
longer undqr the protection^
,last quarter, the Germans have
Trade Mirk la but
’ has been spent in half-dollaradmissionto
of ovory morhln*.
have fallen beneath the wheels and met
there is nothing to hinder BclivO
id A ne# land** " This land lies midthe
exhibition,
not
less
than
$3
have
a
terrible
death.
The
car
being
in
mofrom ufcilizfngher for these Pon-ooia
wajr between Spitzbergenand Nova
tion on one side and* the platform staJSJ20 Purposes under Russian auspices,
Send Postal Card for IllustratedPrice List, 4c.
Zambia, which land I predicted many
tionary on the other, the man went rollinw, then, is what Roumelia means
Willcox & Gibbs S. M. Co.,
ago in an address before . the
ing along in obedience to the principles (Off. Bond 8t.) j. 668 Broadway, New York.
wnen she declares for independence, and,
American Geographical Society. It
of friction, much after the fashion of a
“J /jk 6 light of the above, tne demands
ipletes the almoe
lost continuous line
that would' not have been purflour barrel or a rolling-pin.Strange
oi tne Czar are something more than for
land that invests the great Polar
as it may seem, when exttneated
-----he was
-a more extent of territory or the emsound of wind, limb and body, and albroiling of humanity in contest over a
conclusion^ allow me to say that this
ns alone the “ tolerbul ” neat sum of
most sober. A gun which he held in 960,000 Acres in Southwest Missouri.
cross or a crescent, a Si SophiAor a.Ma-'
English expedition from which so
-..4
>--,000,000 spent by the American peoFIRST-CLASSSTOCK MRUS,
a expedted,l°oks,very (like a
ple upon this part of their 100th hirto.
heUfondota 'was sent out to
Excellent Agricultural LtDifts,
letters,which she left at Littleton
tiyit.
The New York ifera^ '^ublisiks’an
l, near where I wintered in 1860account of Tweed's sojourn in Cuba.
and,
with the best intentions in the
Mbs. Burnham, of Atlanta, visited the
It appears that be, with his companion, dountry feels lawful p06r ” again pretty
rid, discovered the great expedition, Centennial Exhibition,and- there met a Vricfi $0.50 to $10.00 an Acre.
soon.
“Hunt,” suddenly landed on the coast
where it was expeoted to be, but in man who said that he wn OoL Delong,
near Santiago on the 11th of Jane; that
A negbo slumbering on the sunny side
One-teath down, balaase fat
l-ooeaann its way home. And now, of Boston, and very wealthy. On the f tWaws:
gereent *
they went to Santiago, where Tweed was
of a haystack, in Whitefieldooouty, Ga.,
r all, the great object has not been second day of their acquaintance they
detained until July 25 for the purpose the other day, was mistaken for a bear
FHEE TRANSPORTATION
ined. The scientificworld and the were married,and on the third day the
of an investigationby the Spanish an- by a couple of colored men, and filled
Ten
ions of all civilized nations are griev- bride was looking for her husband and
thorities of his passport, under the With buckshot.
ously disappointed.For once they were $1,300 which had disappeared with him.
A L 0EANK, UM CmmrMmw, It LMla
t
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

quite astir amont

is at present

ie Masons on the continent in conse

Saturday, November tl, 1876

Freemason that the Countess Ha

pty of the

a highly educated

iich,

lady,

had

]

been]

ew

Initiated into a lodge subordinateto th<

Dominie Van Raalte h

“

Grand Orient of Hungary. 8he was regularly

Dead.”

md

from neighbor to neighbor in our community on the morning of the
day.

Although it cam^

i

when the

at the

coming to

latter
pj

due form.

Tb«

of

the knowledge

llooter&Higgins, Cor. Nth & Fish St.

th<

Orient was further complicatedby]

declaration that the initiationwas null|

election]

wd

moment

tiecoming a Free

lodge now keep her out!

ler

-

excitementof

>x or pot.

forever cherished by hi

Pittriftl.

the first place in our history as the organ-]
izer

we

UURKR-toINPERHUUT—
Jn

on Tuesday!
October3D, at the residence of the bride's nar-

and pioneer of our settlement, and the]

founder of our religious and educational]

the same for

offer

Offoru hit service* as such to the public and will
*iranteo hi* work for moderate charge*. Having
n engagedfor some time past for Messr*. Joslin
Breyman, has now started for himself In the
ttore of Vr. J. ALBEB8, at

profit

C.A.SH OTvTT
Our

kindred and his numerous friends, he tak(

^

goods and produce for cash and with a small

liny

Ided

through the skin— fatal results mayl
tic warded off by a timely recourse to oue]
|or both of these medicines. 25 cents pet

a great festivity.

memory will be

We

all.

’

illy

passed from earth, and while bis]

Ele has

•

bates-Honest weights and measures to

IWe stand aghast at the thousands hourly]
portant political contest this nation hat hurried to a premature grave, victims or
ever witnessed, every voice was hushed, laving neglected the first symptoms ol
rase. Whether the complaint
origin)!«•
•
and every heart was saddened, as by th< [ales in the body, or l»e introduced accident-

*

tricks or

fo

Holloway's Pills and Ointment.- .

sound of a death knell amid the joy and]

Etc.|

At prices that. will astonish the best buyers in Holland City.

th(

most exciting and perhaps the most im-

Syrup, Tobacco,

lugar, Tea, Coffee,

woman is disqualifiedfroi
Mason, As the Counte*

void, as a

|waa actually received, the question is, can]

attention of every citisen wai

absorbed by the commencement of

At the Store formerly occupied by

proposod and seconded,ballottedfor,]

elected and admitted in

Such was the message which

Ward Grocery House.|H. Wijkhuijsen,
Km! Uew Goods! New Prices! iLGiNlffirm?

irst

ience of a statement given on the author]

|No. 52, Eighth Street.
Albers will attend to his Clock and Jewelry business, and Mr. Wijkhuijsento the Watcher
However, each of them will wait on the public In
absence of the other. They have a large and beau[tllnlstock of Clocks and Watches,which they offer

greater variety and better quality
[than has heretofore been sold in this city. We have ainW
|in making our selections, to get
stock consists of a

for sale cheap.

CALL AND SEE.

this city,

ents hy Rev. A. T Stewart. Mr. Wm. West
Rurkc to Miss Cornelia Mlnderhout.

ONLY .PURE GOODS.

institutions.The results of his labors!

Holland, Mich.,

Sept. 25. 1876.

H. VVlJKHUIJBENr
J.

[The adulteration of food has been so extensively carried on that It has been next to an Impossibility
for a consumer to get that which is HI to eat, and the strong competitionIn business haa inwill ever he his noblest monument.
creased the demand fur impure goods, and the result is that nine out every ten merchants
keep mostly Impure goods. We think tho citizens demand better goods and
Albkktus Christiaan Van Raalte was] fANDERBIE— At his residence in Graafschap.
are in for REFORM— and as we are the first to make the start, we hopo
Michigan, aged 48 years. Mr. A. Van drr Bie.
to be encouragedwith a ponton of y»ur patronage.
born at Wanneperveen,Ovcrijssel, King-] He was born in tho province of South Hollaut
Kingdom of the Netherlands.

A:

BEKS.

gleatltjs.

EWFIRM!

'

I

doni of the Netherlands, October 17th, f

1811.

fie received his classicaleducation]

at the Universityof

Leyden, and

fe

Special

after a]

iloticcs.

A Card

His energy of character and his

to the Public.

fiery]

eloquence made him one of the leaders of
the movement for evangelical reform of

lass

ra«,=.r,ri
of

O. Van Putten.

vicinity to

r.'Jr'

course of theologicalstudy, entered the]
gospel ministry.

ask the People of Holland and
GIVE US A CALL

Having sncccededthe late firm of O. Van Pulton

brhS

*H

Dry Goods,

Thousands of cure

sufferers.

uwe been made hy them, and in fact, thi
[word failure could not he coupled with
strength and resulted in the secession ofj
hem. But within tlie Inst two years counthe reformers. A hitter persecution of the]
terfeits of our medicines have sprung up,
seceders by the government followed.] tianeerously in their close imitation of our
About this time, and while in the midst Trade Mark. To secure the people we
of the toils and struggles of this import-] nave placed upon each genuine box of
|llollowMy’s Ointment the fac-simile of thej
ant epoch of his life, he became acquainted]
‘ignature of our agent, Mr. Jos. Haydock.
with the Lady Christina Johanna de Moen J To counterfeit is felony. We shall relentwith whom he was united in marriagej llessly pursue any one who imitates this
[with the ntradst vigor of the law. We'
March 15th, 1836. She shared his joys and]
Most earnestly beg that the great mass of
his sorrows, proving herself a noble and] he American people will aid us in our ef
true helpmeet,until June 30th, 1871, when! [forts to protect their health, and help us
in our task of bringing the most unprincishe went before him to her
•>led men tothe bar of justice. Uniformly
The persecutions which the seceders from
eluse to purchase Medicinespurporting t.)
the National Church suffered,led them to >e our unless Mr. Jos. Haydock’s signaconsider the necessityof leaving theii ture is attached to each box of Pills or pot
fatherland,and of seeking new homes,] of Ointment and the end will soon be

HEW AND

the National Church, which soon gathered]

iThe Goods are all

‘

PURE.

fi
lats

&

(’apsy

Groceries,

i

Crockery,
Flour &*Feed.

We think wc can convinceall that we arc HellingPURE GOODS at the same price that arc helnt
paid for impure stuff By strict attention to business and good management wc hope to gain a liberal
-hare of the patronage.

Etc., Etc.

Wm. COLEMAN &

CO,

IIGHTH STREET CORNER OF FISH

[The Goods are first-class

STR.I

SLOOTERS’ BRICK STORE,

IN

PRICES ARE LOW.

,

rest.

)f

Raalte crossed the ocean in 1846, and after]

comparing the

dweek.

'

„

SCHlUVEflAND*.R.

P.

ilw

land As the central point for the colonh

(

he addressed himself with

k

K- A. bCHOUTBN. N\ G.

CO.

New

t5P CALL AND SEE.

Store

!

New Goods

IFEOFLE’S

!

!

Dry-Goods

Store.|

J. Harrington,

!.

lay-

intelligentGod fearing

•*I

church and the school were consideredas
the most importantinstitutions to be plant]
ed and nurtured.

’

O L L O

community. Tin

W

8

L

.1

had no appetite;Holloway’sPills gave me

a*

tearty one.

A. "Y

7

I

X.

Pills

*'I 8c,nd for

[no ILL A

1ST

ID.

This store contains a variety of (roodsso large
that all family want* can be supplied- Hu has
t
been enabled to buy hi* slock at such low figures
| that he can sell as low as any bouse In the State of
In the! IMichlgan. A full line of

ouse.”
sbronlc."
“Your

marvelous.”
them

are
another box, and keep

S,

JAMS,

P,

how succt_

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
This house is just opening a

fnll

Ladies,

fully he buiided, the present status of the]

Holland colonizationin Michigan, numbering near twenty thousand souls, with!
their hundreds of schools and their scores
of churches,and

Hope

College, the icad-i

One

examine.

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

West.

trial will satisfy the]

!

AND

W

DONE

ON SHORT

L.

SPRIET8MA & SON

Holland, February

Glassware,

NOTICE

Gash Paid for Hides

most Skeptical.

cured.”

RUN'S WEAR.

CHILD

offer these goods at fow
price, and wc request the trading public to call and

And are without exception the cheapest lot evcrl
offered for sale in the

Misses

Our intentionIs to

(Dry-Goods,

“I gave one of your Pills to my babe for choleral
lorbus. The dear little thing got well in a day.’i
“My nausea of a morning is now
I
• Your box of Holloway’s Ointment cured me of J
rises iu the head. I rubbed some of yonr Oint-I
ent behind the ears, and the noise has left.” I
“Send me two boxes; I want one for a poor fam-J

Inr.

Goods,

26, 1874.

Line of Notions.!

Also a Full

-

Gents,

Youths,

line of

•

of the Latest Styles of

AND

i

i

Shoos.

bought expressly for this season of the year.

Prf ictd

It is

“Dr. Holloway has cured my headache that was!

well he founded, and

and

loots

stock of Goods lias just been opened,and
we can state to the Public that it has been

Dry-

In the business iu

The Testimony of the Whole World,

ing broad and deep the foundationsfor at

2, 1876.

|A now

REVOLUTION

Adtwttecments.

VAN PUTTEN.

G.

Holland, Aug.

No. 18 Monroe Street.

Has filled his store (recently vacated by P. <6 A.
jteketcc) with a stock of goods that will create a

S.

!ark these Facts.!

all the]

energy of hit ardent temperament to

How

of his old customersand a host

/

After deciding the question of tho

cality,

.

relative advan.

tages of different localities, selected HolJ

Michigan. (

all

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

Different localities were

carefully

t

remains with us, wishing to sec

WM. COLEMAN &

their oppressors. \\

i

in

LOOTER

37-tf

The public’s obedient servants,
proposed foi
Holloway & Co.
the new settlement, and had the Dutch]
I. 0. of 0. F.
governmentoffered them any encourageHoiXANDCity Lodge, No IthMndependentOrderi
ment, the Island of Java would have be’/ „
h°l<l» iu* regular meetings at Oddi
come the seat of the new colonization.] L ellows Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening^
joi eacii
*
America was finally chosen, and Dr. Van]
Visiting brothersare cordially Invited.

[f

S

- relied upon.

Ireached.

beyond the reach of

Mr. FRANK
new ones.

|

-Mcl-ly

Crockery,

Boots

i

___

enclose a dollar; your price Is 25 cents, but
mg educational institutionof the Reformed] the modiiine
to me is wottb a dollar.”
'•Send me five boxes of yonr
|
Church oi America in the West, bear wit
Let me have three boxes of your Pills by return]
ness.
«H for thills and
j
I have over 800 such testimonials as these, hut]
Dr. Van Raalte possessed great force __r
rant of space compelsme to conclude.

Shoes,
________
PUBLIC NOTICE

<fc

A Good Hotel.

,

;v*‘I

Ready Made Clotting.

Pills.”

Fever.”-

\\

\V

characterand executive, ability. Had he]
been placed by Providence at the head of]

made a wise an
powerful ruler. He would have made

a nation, he would have

\\

In his private

life, he

was a most dt

complished lady tho most respectful ntten]
; he was a kind and affectionatefather,]

and a genial and warm hearted friend.]
who never forgot a favor, or betrayeda]
trust

iV

Quaint

skin, this Ointment Iaj
invaluable.It does not heal externally alonei
penetrates with the most stArchiog effects tt

old Richard .Faller lells us of

two monks who oncocAiuoto King William
Rufus to buy an abhot’a place of him,
seeking to outvie each other in offering,

tut

money; whilst a

ing at very low figures,
for cash.

evil.

OLLOWAY’S PILL!
Invariably cure the following diseases ;

IDisorders of the Kidneys.1
Insll diseases

afflicting

these organa, whethi

il, lit,

Plaster, $tii»
•

vhether they he affl k ted^ iT s ton e or jSJJi’ or]
Ith achea and pains acttled in the loins over thef
Tions of the kldneya,these Pills should betak-i
according to tho printeddirections, and the]
Hutment should be we 1 rubbed Into the small of
be back at bed time. Thla treatment will give.
Imoal immediate relief when all other means]
ive failed.
l

'or

1

As low us any d/aler.

lome just once to ascertain

he

third monk]

stomach,

[

quoth

the king, “thou

of the three

best]

deservestthe place, and shalt have
and so bestowed

it

him. Now

on

if

lt;Hj

lon’t

convince!

Miss the Place

The sign painted on the building

FOR SALE!

is

hi

ry tells the truth, King William Ruft

was anything
no doul

t

but

a

saint, but herein

did a good thing.

We comin<

the story to the politicians,and to the
pecial attention ol the

incoming ad

tration, whatever Its political

may

be.’ Perhaps

it

comt

Irtegu

Headache
(T6Hitlon, Inflamatl
ie, Indii
-iver OompUints.Tum^.^
ibego, P«les, 1
' Retention of urine,
unne, Scrofula
ocroima
lung S
:rofula or Kl
thSore^ThroaU^toosand
Gravel^TIcDiKtlrorj

“Tmuuou

i

'
IRTANT

from any

cause.'

’

etc.

i.

J.

Harrington s

.

does not furnish th<

who

asked for nothing,nc

would be vastly imjiroved.

ash Store
EIGHTH STREET.

larger sizes ** con"^crable saving by taking the.

XBdiDrd*^n^i^^of
very disorder
to^hbox ^lent< ,n
Office, U2

Ulerty Street. Hew Yoik.

A

»

a

_

tleman bring your families and friends
to the

ISTs’.

P.

1876.

jfvimJ
D

lot

law-Mill

new, Itleades

Work,

Steam Machinery,

•

Iron and Brass Castings,

BOILER

^change, and
am

the UnltodStetesandEnrope. Partlcularatten
Partlcularatten|
Uon paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankera
Remittances made on day of payment. AH busU
ness entrustedto tne shall nave prompt atten-,

'atent

Boss-Saw Guide.

iw-gumming Done at Short
Notice.

ROBERT
Holland. Sept

N

N.

_

__

DONE.

Patented Sept 6th, 1876.

iu
in

V&lt

WORE

TB RWI

I

87-tw

PERRY, Supt.
1876. 84-4w

IBERTS.HILL,

rcMunauie ICHUR t)y «r to check at sight. Foreign exchangebought!
Post at his
OR Eight
unviu.
A ItyliUAf* to and from all points In Europe]
Po*tnt
h > office
office oa Eighth and
sold. Tlcjtou*

1 i;ii

Mreefnear River

J2e|neral

7,

Having eatebliabed himself in Holland, Mich.,
i a macnlnist. hereby Informs the public that he
i prepared to do all kinds of

HOLLAND, MICH.,
18,

GRAND CENTRAL.

Grand Rapida, Oct

®Mn^S?^TndTO^
rioLLAwr, Mich., March 8.

PEAHL STREET,

isMut, 23c; Biuw, 23c; Supper 23c,
ie finest dining room iu the State* Gen-

Nathan Kenton, Banker

HOUSE TO RENT.
are affixed

—

are ail

eSton

beggars were denied and men]

doubt the character of our civil service]

58 * 55

ind Rapids, Michigan.

Ewt

Holland, Mich., Oct.

vice problem, but if the importunings

put in office

ining Hall,

offer for sale Lot 8, Block 41, belngon the South
gMt cornerof
..... .......
...
Ninth
and Market Streets. City of,

long*ought-for solution of the civil i
the office

^

house, store and
^

'

CAUTION.

*-

Grand Central

r

None are genuine unless the signature of J. Hi
C,kM
af^2f.,or United States, surrom
i box of
. — ire".r.-r* »ud Ointment.A handsome
wiu be given to any one renderingsuch lnm may lead to the detectionof anj
the medicines

Pn*

iblic.

HENRY D. POST.
Atriqnn of QerritJ. HartrkaU.
Dated, Holland, Mich , Oct. 10, A. D. 1876.
The -hove mentioned sale is postponed unt
November 4th, A. D. 18’6, and will
ill then be
be made
at the same hour ami place above stated.
Dated: Holland, OctoberXI, 1878.
HENRY D. POST, AuAqnet*.
The above mentioned sale is again postpone
until November
t.u.ciuuviioui
18th A.
n,. D.
i/. 1878,
io<o, anu
and win
will inei
then t
made at the same hour and place above stated.
Dated: Nov. 4th, 1878.
HENRY D. POST, Assign*.

royal pleasure shall design abbot." “Then]
isle

^uch a good meal in four weeks as I had there,
he accommodations were flret-classand meals
slier than I had found for a long while previous,
therefor I can recommend that House to ever#
traveler and to the public generally.You will find
'ho Landlord very accommodating and his pricea
ire very low. 'Go to the AStna House for a good
leal and low prices.
A Commercial Traveler, of New York City.
N. B. When yon slot. In Holland go to the Aitna
louse for a good meal and accommodation. lean
arnmend this House to the traveler and the

emptioos.

our prices and you will

Stomachs Out of Order.

No medicinewill so effectuallyimprove the tone!
f the stomach aa these Pllla;theviemove all acld-f
stood by and said nothing. To whom Ity occaaiouedeither by Intemperance orimprop-l
tor diet. They reach the liver and reduce it to a]
said the king! “What wilt thou give foi healthy action; they are wonderfullyefficaciousini
the place ?” “Not a penny,” answered he] •asea of spasm— in fact the/ never fail in curing]
II disorders of the liver ana
“for it is against my conscience ; but hei
HuLLOVVa Y'8 PILLS are the beet known in the]
IR™ forJhe fohowihg diseases:Agne, Aathr-1
I stay to wait home on him whom youi
great sums of

a few pieces of Carpet-

•fcost

to]

voted husband, always accordingto big

lion

kndall eruptions of the
he very root of the

brave and successful general.

sell

For Cutaneous Disorders

the highest bidder for cash, at the Store lately oc-l
cupied by O. J. Haverkatc. at tho 8. W. corner of
Fish and Eighth street-.In the rity of Holland.
Ottawa County,State of Michigan,all the goods,'
wares, merchandiseand personal property, now in
jaid store and on said prcm.sd-;and all of tbefollowing describedparcels of real estate,lands and
enemen's, viz: Lot numbered (8) In block num-l
bored Ihlrtr-foOT(M), all that part of lot numbered
IVo <t>) in block slxty-onc (81), lying east of the
Ight of way of the Chicago and Michigan Lake'
shore Kailroad, and Lot numbered <8) in Block six-1
ty-onc (81). Lota numbered one (1), two (2), three,
13). four (4), five (5) and six (8) of Block sixty two
AS), except that part thereof heretofore conveyed
?the Oblcngo and Michigan Lake Shore Railroad
ompany. The north seventy(70) feet of the ea-t1
half of Lot numbered one (1) in Block numbered
tMrty.flveUfi),
all of which premisesarein the clti
of Hdjland. Ottawa County and 8t.te of Michigan,
ill of Mvhlch propertyand premises will be sold
lubiect to the incumbrances thereon previous tt
iueirconveyancutome in trust, and to lawful ex

When I was In Holland City, I stopped at the
ITNA HOUSE, and I mu-tsay that I hod not had

KENYON.

11,

S.

HILL.

1676.

ENT
FNEE“»KSbE5
CASH

to $75

thing

per v « k to all, ai home ur tniveltng.
Addre**, Ti.c Ifcveriy Co., CbitePk

new.

F.

Mr. Henry Scott has returnedfrom his

lottittflss.
Send

in your job

shut

eastern trip, and is not sick either.

H. White & Co.; Montague, Mich.,
down their mill on the 21st ult.

Dalton Brothers’ mill at Montague,
Dock shooting is indulged in to a cerby the sportsmen of our city. Mich., finished sawing on the 25th ult.

work.

tain extent

It

rumored that several marriages are

is

There arc 28 shingle mills at
Mich., from which 140,000,000

about to occur in our city.

for the practice of

shingles

are shipped annually.

J. C. Post, Esq., has located in this city

The

Stanton,

Constitutions of twenty-eight States

The Chicago school census, just
Centennial closed yesterday, but pleted, indicates that the population of to recover

The

will be kept open as a bazaar until Nov. that city is about 407,661.

Wth.

We

An

who

woman recommended a

arrived at the kirk wet

Dr. Stewart has again put in his ap- dences are in the course of erection in va- through to get at once into the pulpit—
“re’ll be dry enough there.”
pearance on the street after two months of rious parts of the city.
severe illness.

Prof. Beck is making some extensive quite an extensive tour through the
improvementson his already attractive and looks as bright as ever.
residenceon Ninth

/

President Grant has issued a procla*

as a

moved

re-

their livery businessinto the fine

is

Chambers lately of “our establishment at Alehin,” u captious deputy objected, “we haven’t got one, and it seems

have likely enough never shall.”

above the ground aud

The

8 feet

schooner Island Queen, beached

Grand Haven,
in the ground, without a splice.
during one of the severe gales of last
List of letters remaining in the Post month, went to pieces on Friday of last
fiice at Holland, Mich., Nov. 9th, 1876:
week. She was owned by Messrs. Squires
Johan Ajidesson,I). C. I)e Lamater, Miss & White, of Grand Haven, and uninsured.

stable of H. Bender, near the City Hotel.

It

is 105 feet

expected that the ship yards

to

SEARS

BAKERY.

DR. AIKIN’S DOUBLE COLUMN.

R/EAID
What

is

THUS. IREAD ALL.

Wealth, or Fame, or

Life

— Without .Health

!

!

Dr. Aikin’s Remedial Institute

- FOR THE CURE -CHRONIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.
OF

Jane Hoczee, A. L. Holmes.
in

Wm. Vekbeek, P.

Newburyport,Mass., will complete and
pul into market next year 10,000 tone of

Groningen, a

M.

city

of 40,000 inhabitants THE DOCTOE’S LOCATION is mont

sale of sewage, a million

and a

57 Monroe-st

half of

of the Dutch Reformed church of Suuga-

francs in ten years. It has been calculatluck, on Sunday last, by Rev. Nijkerk, of
The death of Dr. Van Raalte and the
ed that London wastes as much food eleOverijssel, assisted by Revs. A Zwemer, of
electionhas occupied much of our time
ment as if ten million quarter loaves floatGraafschap,and J. F. Zwamer, of East
during the week, which will account for
ed down the Thames daily into the sea.

Saugatuck.

the scarcity of local items.

call the attention of our readers to [

the removal of the popular Star Hat Store,

\

most imposing and largest attendedfunei-

I

Sankky

Yesterday afternoonwe witnessedthe

'

is

eligible,

Grand Rapids

ceritraluml

Business Centei

convenientat

in Holland,has made, by its annual public

Rev. H. E. Nics was installed as pastor

shipping.

We

Next door

84-3

north of the north pier at

day of thanksgiving.

Messrs. Harrington & Vaupell have

(
V

t

22 m JUCOIsfiROIE STREET,

a Dutch Cabinet Ministerspoke

aised the finest hickory pole in the State,

mation declaringthe observanceof Nov.

^SOth

to

the newly fitted up store at

in the

East,

street.

The people in Hamilton claim

/

When

returned from

more at the corner of Canal and Lyon
streets, but is permanently located in

Is no

$179, 0(K).

old Scotch

preacher

notice that several attractive resi-

Mr. Henry Perry has

GRAND RlPIDS,

this Union recognize the existence of God.

The United States government has encom- tered suits against General O. O. Howard

law. Success to him.

THE STAR HAT STORE,

accustomedto

origin of “Hold the

Fort,1’

Ami he has also another entrance,
CUt!
fit

tell, as the

about

try

91 Ottawa-st.,

at

Union Ticket Oftice.
be,™'lh'a"m,r>“n"

Separate roomi* f«.r differentpatient*.Qall early.
cut* arriving In the city hnnld come at once to
i>e<f the Doctor before attending to other bnelncM.
Officehours, l» a. m. to 4 p in. Sunday 10 to 2.
I’at

DR. AIKIN

Slier-

.man’s message signalled to Gen. Corse,

Opposite(shove) Rathbun Ilouae.

pre-eminentlysuccessful in curing cases in his
allhat ever took place in this city-— that
Great Srccialtlos,and hasmany living wltnesies who
at Grand Rapids. You can find them noW
Ultoona, “Hold the fort— I am coming.” owe life ami health to him. tifiorhaving given un all
of Rev. A. C. Van Raalte, I). I). The
at No. 22 Monroe street. See advertise7Tlie evangelist, however, does not quotq hope <>f relief.His remedies are most 1;) fallible,
with marvelous efficacyrelieving symptoms and receremonies were too extensive and elabor\
\Gen. Corse’s reply, which was: "I am moving the cause of disease, restoring the vital or- J"
ate to notice in this issue. Next week we
guns to their natural functions, purifying and Invlg- Cana
short a cheek bone aud au ear, hut am
orating the whole system, and he Is universally reMr. James O'Leary, present director of hope to be enabled to give them complete./
lied upon as
able to whip all hell yet.”
d
the Holland City Coronet Band has been
A lively pupil at a seminary askfidthet
from Pain. Weakness, Whites, Ulceration, Supan efficient member of that, orglnization
There will he a feeling of grim satis- It is false economy to suffer from any annoying pression or other diseases, aud .irag out a miserpreceptressfor permission to drive mSt
during the protractedillness of Mr. John
faction at the news of the conviction of disease or symptom, which, from his ability and able life, when hy a little care you can have the enwith a gentleman.“You know the regusuccess In -o many similarcases, you have every joyment of iierfect health.fclTCall or send stamp
Roost. It seems to be a general desire to
John D. Lee, the Mormon Elder, of mur- reason to believe the Doctor can euro. Health Is for circularaud importantInformation.
lations of the institution.”was the answer.
cheaperthan suffering and funerals. SDo not be tystlrplcnl-turc-few,healthy children, or none.
retain him with us.
der in the first degree, for his leadership
“Is he your father?” “No.” “Is he your
judiced, hut acting on your o*n beat judgment,call
A fire occurred at Saugatuck on the brother?”“No.” “Are you engaged to iu the Mountain Meadow massacre,when to fully Investigate and satisfy yourself. No use Fits, Chorea,Palsy, and all Nervous Affections arc
a whole family were murdered. A singu- to denounce a man who tskes
takes honeless
hopeless cases nom
from cured where other means fail, by Improved remenight of election day, originatingin the him?” “No, but I expect to be before I
the hands of good physicians, and by his superior dies.
lar feature of the case is that the prisoner
oil room of Ebineyer’sshingle mill, burn- get back.” That answer carried the day.
skill and •mprovnl remediesrestores them at once
was
allowed
to choose his mode of death, to health and life’s enjo ment.
ing that down and t vo adjoining buildings,
Surgical Disease*.Cancers. Tumors. Hare-Lip,
Some of our most recent inventions were whether by hanging, shooting or behead- "TOO LA TE! DIED THROUGH NEGLECT!" Fistula, Club-Foot, etc., r< medied hy the most apoccupied as saloons. The damage is estiIn how many cases this can he said of friends or proved methods,
foreshadowed,if not actually accomplished ng. H«- choose the second mode, and relativesvictims of Consumption or othir Insidnmated at $8,000. No insurance.
upward of 300 yeais ago. A Latin mili- was accordingly sentenced to be shot to ous disease, and h<iw end the reflection that the
L E
N !
timely, skillful treatment to prolong lire was negThe election in Saugatuck terminated tary book publishedin Paris in 1535 con- death.
lected.
and, old
Most families have one or more with life embitby giving 60 Democratic majority straight. tains Illustrationsof a revolving gun, retered by needless suffering— seldom free from pain, Hnfferlhg the sad effects on body anti mind of SelfThe profane out West are chuckling always conscious of dlseaso or (Usability, yet who Abuse, Excesses. Disease, or Defect, whatever
II. B. Moore, Democratic candidate for volving turrets tor monitors, water beds
can be restored to health hy the skillful Specialist> rend or doctored In vain, let n t despair or false
over
the fact that the Noithflcld bunk robState Senator ran 95 ahead of his ticket. for the wounded, divers suppliedwith air
(^rEsruhlihed here in extensive practice since modesty he your ruin Mil cull or send at once.
at (St. Louis In ’65, San Francisco daring ’76)
tjgrThuonlysure, rational, lastingcure for
D. iV. Wiley, for Representative,ran 52 through tubes, and a diagram of a diving bers all attended Sunday school when 186H
enjoying h v Ide and merited reputation as a most Pnertnatorrhoea Seminal Weakness. N< rvou* Dechildren.
Cole
Yrounger,
in
response
to
successful Physlciar. and having thorough qnallff- bility, Impotence,etc. No quackery or deception.
ahead of his ticket. Balance of the ticket bell.
cations. Insight uml uptress for the healing art, Friendly advice and reliableaid. It is well known
a written inquiry on the subject,is reported
went as the National ticket.
with all the best means and appliances— instruDr. A, always effects a cure*. Ills treatment
A number of well-known estates in the to have answered on a postal card, “I am ments slid remedies—known to the Profession, a that
includesall— you need never look elsewhere.
constant
succession
of
cures
still
attends
Dr.
Those about to many should not fail to consult him.
J. Me Vicar, the proprietor of the Phoenix James river section cf Virginia have been proud to say to you that wc were raised by
Aikin’s practice,and consequently the number of Minf quickest, mild remedies for all privatedie
his patients is ever on the increase.
Itylel, in this city lias also rented a large sold lately to Northern and Western cap!
wUufa cases or old symptom* Gleet,. Biuhllls,
S.Urhill*
religious parents, and attended Sunday
8 fn ctore, Defects, Phimosis, Hydrocele,Vnrlconew hotel at Fremont Centre and opened tallsts. The “Grove,” near the historic school regularlyin our boyhood. I also
celo. eic.. radicallycured. No merenry mod. Prl
va'e Rooms. No "antung pri-ecrlpllon*.’’Travethe same to the public last week. Mac Jamestown, brought $50 per acre; “Arina,” had chaige of a Bible class while in Texas
THE
WELL
KNOWN
SPECIALIST,NOW PER- lers promptlysupplied.
thoroughlyuudei stands the hotel business, at Aikin’s Landing, $30,000; Ruffin’s home- at Seyhe, Dallas counly. I have ever resWhile many Innocent victims suffer the terrible
MANENT!. Y LOCATED IN GRAND
effects of certain dl»ea*es neglectedor badly treat
RAPIDS, MICH.
and will meet with patronage wherever he stead, new Port Walthall,$30,000; the pected Christianity. I have known the
HIS IMPROVED REMEDIES AND TREATMENT ed by physicians in general ;they should nott
structed with these esses), it Is right and propSMO
goes. His popularity increasesdaily as beautiful “Ellorslie,”in Chesterfieldcoun right, and endorsed it. I condemn the
HAVE MADE HIM CELEBRATED FOR
use plain terms that the indiscreet or unfortunate
ty,
$28,000;
and
an
elegant
possession
just
landlord of the Phoenix.
1118 EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS.
may know where to get help, and no offense can be
wrong, but yet the wrong pursued.”
ALL CLASSES OF PA TIES T8 TREATED taken by pure minded persons—Bee Titus 1-16.
above Aiken’s Landing, on the river,

ment.
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A Doctor who Cures.

EPILEPSY.

DEFORMITIES,

GENT
K mm-m

____
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m
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DR. AIKIN.

The

result of the general election- is not

$35,000.

positivelyknown yet at this hour of going
to press, although the indications seem to

favor Tiiden’s election.

A

great

many

The

last

and

final demonstration of

both the Democratic and Republican par-

bogus reports are circulated to confuse the ties was indulged iu Monday last in this
mixed news still worse. We think, how- city, but on account of the dampness of
ever, that complete reiurnsj'whenthey do

the weather neither party

made

as large a

showing as they had anticipateddoing.
The former held their meeting at Kenyon’s
After thirty years of faithful sevice Hall, the latter at the School house. Gooi
Cardinel Antonelli died at, Rome on Mon- music was furnished by both parlies. The
day, Nov. Oth. Antonelli was the medium Germania Band of Grand Rapids having
through which all businesswas done be- been engaged by the Democrats.
tween the Pupal court and other governA remarkable old couple reside in the
ments. His death before the election of
Pius IX’s successor will very likely make town of Marseilles, Casa county, by the
the election of a more liberal Pope pos- name of Mohn. They are 94 years of age
come,

will

show Tilden’s election.

and are as smart as people 30 years their

sible.

\ juniors. The old lady has a beautifu

The

WITH EQUAL CARE AND SKILL.
Gait. Ileber Squires, oi Grand Haven, HUUDKEDS ATTEST TBS 0B8AT EFFiCAC? OF BIS Good Advice and Good Treatment
Youths and men uho have received iron) others
TBIATXI1TT.
has recently patented a process of fastenB a *mt #9 a am Stomr Vaaromma, Laao had treatment and Immoral advice (resulting In
sad
consequence*or terriblediseases),will find a
ing the hulls of wooden vessels and other
Taaoar, aaa oraaa oaaaarc »/#•
true friend in *r. Aikin. whose counsel and n meam aag Cvaaa, aaa tapamatiaw*
structures, which is exciting much interdics they can rely upon for their moral au physical
CoatrirvrtMatWvtM,r ar
well-being.
aaa MatariMMaaraa.
est, and is being indorsed by all ship
HIS PATIKNTS GAIN 10 TO 40 LBS. IN WEIOUT.
builders in that section. It consists of a
Serious, ComplicatedDiseases,that for Stammering, stid Impediments In *ne»ch that dally
wooden plug or tree nail being driven a
and hourly vex ami mor Ify, and make
iketone a laughMany years Resist the Treatmentof
ing stock through life, permnnei.tlycured by a
short distance apart between each plank
numerous Physicians, ure speedily
scientific, rational and practical method.
Cured by Dr.Aikin.
throughout the entire hull. It distributes
Sick liesdache, and Ague, cured by one ‘dose.
Antldotrs lor Opium, Tobacco and Liquor Habits.
equal strength throughout the entire strucTrusses, supporters,Preventives,Syringes,etc.,

ST-ST-STUTTERING!

ture, locking together each and every part

election in this city passed oft very head of hair, Jet black,

/ is evidently elected, with the exceptionf Hamilton, is our informant, aud says, his

/
I

of the sheriff; Joos Verplanke, the demo-/ parents are the marvel of their neighbor
cratic nominee, seems to have pulled thro\ hood.

1 by

a small majority. Harris, democratic ]

l nominecforCongress,probably defeatedbyj A St. Joseph dispatch of the 6th says
\over 2,000
At half-past 1 P. M. the schooner Kate E.

majority.

S

Howard, of Holland, owned and comMu. Wm. Ten Hage has fitted up the manded by John Waring, hound from
old Lebarbe place— and later occupied by
Grand Haven to Michigan City, with a
Messrs. Heald & Fairbanks as a farmers’ cargo of lumber, attempted to make this
implement depot— as a first-classrestau- harbor from the soul h west, but the river
rant. Mr. Ten Hage is one of those quiet, current carried her around the north pier,
genial fellows, who will draw to him the
and she was beached just inside the wreck
respectable elemeut of that custom. It is
of the Grace Greenwood. The old gova new feature in our block— hut certainly
ernment surf-boat,which is much lighter
not the worst. ' Mr. Ten Hage will keep
than the new life boat, was manned by
bis place orderly and decent* and expects
Capt. John Boyne, Charles Sadler, Wilhis friends to give him a call.

liam Geniet, Charles Hanson, and Charles

The following proclamationwas issued and Richard Lysaght. They pulled the
by Mayor Van Landegeud on Thursday: boat a long distance over the sand, and
“In accordance with the recommenda- rescued the crew in a gallant and successful manner. The crew consistedof four
tion of the ‘Common Council of this city
made at their extra session on Wednesday men, the captain, and his daughter. The
captain would not come ashore at first,
last, and In token of respect to the mem-

such a manner as to

and made home tempestuous and
stormy for him when he indulged in the
practicethere, he always chewed when

tice

be suspended; that the Public schools be

to do with it.

No

Every Patient (either sex) may freely state all
particulars of their case to Dr. Aikin, eitherIn per
son or b:iv lefer. reposing to his trust any delicate,
personaI, or family mattet. andean always rely up
on the strictestconfidence and secrecy.
AIKIN ffuaratUttimtf, tafer trial

&rDR.

all points.

curing me.’’

DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
lady writes to Dr.Aikin: "lam so soon

THE MOST DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.

A

A

easllly

well by your treatment that

my

aud

CoruuHatlonFree.

faith in

I

emu

alwayt Reo»ona>Ae.

Come

prrpaied to arrange needful, thorough treatyon is unbounded and shall recommend yon to all ment Sad* faction quarantetdto AU. iUdicinet
ra» trlends as a most reliablephysician,''
furnished.Patients visited, iu city, or any dis•Must have help, or die, or go insane, I conclu- tance, In serious cases
ded,’’ writes a man of 28, ’in poor health for years,
But one evening
entering the front who. after a short treatment by Dr Aikin, further
states: “Your remedies are having a remarkable
From the wrong idea that he charges too much,
door
drawing out his handkerchief, effuct. I can sleep bettor, am gainmsr flesh, and
many whom Dr. Aikin would soon cure, continue
to suffer or doctor carelessly,wastingtime, bn>ing
he accidentally pulled out Ids paper of to- my health Is Improving in ah respects”
Dll. AIKIN has given the public sufficienteviwormlessro/enfm«/ectn<<*n4trying recipes, and
bacco, and, without noticing it, left it ly- dence to convincethe most skeptical and incre- in this way expend more thin auffluient to have
dulous that his raeth»d of treatment is peculiarly cmed and kept them well. 1 be fact Is, by saving
ing on the floor. When Burrows sat
oat Hpecisuccessful in every department of his Great
Hpec
drug bills, loss of time, etc., he cures for less than
to tea, his wife walked in with the tobacco allies, especially such cases as have defied the
skill of other and Justly ceiebran d physicians:
in her hand,. and looking Burrows #flrmly hence NO ONE SHOULD DESPAIR that is afflictLife is too Short to be Miserable.
ed with seemingly Incnrabiedisease,but cherish
IVIf YOU have any serious, obstinatedisease
in the eye, said :
being relieved of suffering,if not entirely or annoying symptoms, no matter bow discouraged
a hope of being
“Do you know
that belongs to?” cure d, by his succesful mode of treatment,
or ho« disappointed,stop useless doctoringand
dr sing and apply to the Doctor. Sufferers for years
With great presence of
Burrows
or a llfetimahe curci In a few weeks.

No Exon e for Yon.

upon

and

down

others.

,

(

whom

mind

turned, scowling,to his eldest

boy and

BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS!

CURED A1 BOMB.
All Diseases and Affectionsof the Bye and Ear
successfullytreated by mild remedies. Cross
Persons at a distance may be cored at home by
Eyes Straightened. ArtificialEyes insetted that addressing a letter to Dr. Aikin, statingcase. a>mp.
“Immortal Mars! Is it possible that look natural. No pain.
toms, length of time the disease has continued
and have medicines promptly forwarded, free fro '
you have begun to chew tobacco, you
damage and cariosity to any part of the countr?'
young reprobate? Wbere'd you get that Asthma, BroncbiUs, and all Throat and Lung with fall dnd plain directions for nae, by enclosing
110 In registered letter,P. O. order, or Express
nasty stuff? What d’you mean by such Complaints(which in this country, are the great- Cali, or address Prof. N. J. Aiata, M . D.,
est enemies to Health and Life) when change of
couduct, you villain ? Haven’t I told you climate and all else fails, are cured by Dr. Alkln’s
57 Monroe SL,0nUEipHi,MlcL
Improved Inhaler and Constitutional Restorative
often enough to let tobacco alone? Com
umilk:
DR. AIKIN is the only qualified,
Treatment.
experienced,
nlillU Specialist
here; treats bis
xpenenced, nliaUi
r
,
ere to me, or I’ll tear the jacket off you I”
Lingering or Chronic Lineages
patients honorably;gives the choicestremedies;
Is
a
regular
graduate
In
medicine;
universally
And as he spoke the stern father made a Scrofula, Rheumatism. Dyspepsia,Piles, Goitre,
* ation, Tape-Worm,
Tap
Dropsy, Gravel, Constipation,
Liver owned the most successful,and Is the right one to
grab at the boy and dragged him out in Diseases, etc., o! whatever name or nature,care- employ in all cases. Envious doctors try to injure
Jure hfm-tbos*
hlm—tboe* in general practice attempt every
the entry, where he chastised him with a fully diagnosed sod skillfully treated
case they can get, though unable to well treat
special diseases— while never denounclngothrrM.
cane. Then Burrows threw the tobacco
D.’s, hut sending them famLy patients, carefnl,
over the fence, where he went out and got
The Mawled or Single desiring aid or advice in courteous, sober, Independent,Dr. Aikin devotes
any delicatematter relating to health (and beauty ), himself wholly to his SpeclallUqa with trlunpbant
it in the morning and enjoyed it during
prevention, and care of desease,confidently
con- •access. All the afflicted who come to him will
^
suit the Doctor with the assurance of safe, quick find the aid they seek,
the day.
MTKc&d this Column and hand to a Friend or
care in all cases, as he Is doubtless the most skill“Gracious!”he exclaimed,when he told ful ladles'physician in the world. Do not suffer Invalid.
said with a severe voice;

CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,

p

LADIES!

IMVQtlUOQv

Dead Animals.

BOOKBINDING!

-

mnch

CONFIDENTIAL!

moke

ory of our deceased friend and father, and the life-boatreturned at 4 o’clock and
took him off. The addition to the life
Rev. A. C. Van Raalte, D. D: I, John
Van Lacdegond, Mayor of the City of boat crew the last time was James Clark
us about it, “what would I have done if
Holland, hereby request, that on the after and Richard Stiles. The vessel’s yawl
my children had all been girls? It makes
noon of next Friday, the 10th inst., it was smashed to atoms bv the waves. The
vessel lies In a critical condition, but is an old father’s heart glad when he fuels
being the time designated for the fnoeral
that he has a boy be cun depend ou in
of the deceased, all business in this city not yet hopeleas. The change of weather
has

supplied.

A suffererfor years from dlsoaie and bad treatthe entire ment, writes: ‘*Dr. Aikin. 1 thank you from the
bottom of my heart for making me a* well as I am."
hull one solid mass, precluding all possiA gentleman states: ••Dr. Aikin, you are iliht—
i» is needless io be sick. B. following roar direcbility of working, hogging or straining.
tions. after your medicines hail curen ms, have
sept perfectlywell. I tell everybodyof your great
Burrows was an inveteratetobacco- success aud improved treatment.”
Another i»ne savs: “Have never felt so well In
chewer; hut as his wife detested the prac- my life as when tinder your care aud since your

in

and not yet gray
quietly, more so than any previous one and has a mouth full of natural teeth
away during the day, and declared to his
/for some time. At the time of going to which are pearly white without a sign of
wile that he had stopped permanently.
I press the entire Republican county ticket \decay. Their son, Mr. W. H. Mohn, o
/

The Right Doctor at Last.

The undersignedwishes to Inform

insurance. such emergencies.”

The lumber belongs to Cutler & Savage,

The oueBiion has been for a long time
what will you do with dead RDimalt. The
his old friends iindenlgnedwhose place of business ianeur

w I

stree

Vbrst, at Holland, at whose ioeassto remove all dead auimsls at his
_______ _
he left. I have purchased anew and complete line 1W“
,h.r*nf
!7pcn8e’
noUrj,|“*
ciates the past services of our departed
To those w&S ar^ oet^fat* on election. of tools and stock and will furnish flrst-cUsswork.
leader, drape his respective residenceor
A rT.OETINGU
IjKNUARD YY ICK.
You can get anything in the line of D. tiertsch is the place to get them cheap.
Muskegon, Sept. 8 1075.
HOLLAMD, Aug. 28,
29-ly
place of business in mourning.”
He keeps the best assortmentin this city.
Glpves and Mittens at D. Berlsch's.
^Closed and that each citizen as he appre-

Spring Lake.

store,

on River

..

b*

,

1876.

W“

m.

.

r

MOSAIC STANZiS.

ready beginning among our people. the month. Intense solicitude was felt Mangum, 11. For Vice President Rich- tbe flame having been stated by the preelding
officer, the Senate shall thereupon withdraw,
Wlitn &j«( utrivea borne rock’s vut weight tr Adams had bat two States complete— throughoutthe country, more particu- ard M. Johnson had 147, just one half
throw,
New Hampshire and Massachusetts; larly because of the reputationof Burr, the whole number. The President of and said question shall be submitted to that
body for its decision ; and the Speaker of the
And heaven’s last thunder shakes the world below. he had five votes from Connecticut, one who had suddenly sprung into promithe Senate (John Bell) declared Van House shall, in like manner, submit the said
We find a little isle— this life of man,
from New Jersey, eight from Pennsvl- nence as a bold and unscrupulous leader. Boren elected, and added : “ As no per- questionto tbe House for its decision ; and no
Laugh when you must-be candid when you can.
vania, and five from Virginia ; John Jay The dead-look was broken on the thirty- son has a majority of the whole vote question shall be decided affirmatively
and no
Yon cottager,who weaves at her own door,
had Delaware, five of New Jersey’s six, eighth ballot, when Jefferson got Ver- for Vico President there is no choice. vote objected to shall be counted except by
When the loud thundersrock the sounding short
and one from Virginia ; Robert H. Har- mont, New York, New Jersey, Penn- Richard M. Johnson and Francis Gran- the concurrentvotes of the two houses, which
Some mute, inglorious Milton here may rest,
being obtained the two homes shall reassemMan never is, but always to be blest
rison had Maryland; John Rutledge sylvania, Maryland, Virginia, North ger have the highest vote, and it is for ble, and the nreeiding officer shall then anhad six of South Carolina’s seven ; John Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky and Ten- the Senate to elect” In such case the nounce the decisionof the questionsubmitted ;
silence how dread ! and darkutw how profound
Let fall the curtain— wheefthe sofa round—
Hancock had two from Pennsylvania, nessee— ten Slates. Burr got New vote is not taken by States, but each and upon such questionthere shall be no deThe curfew tolls the knell of parting day,
one
from Virginia,and one from Sonth Hampshire, Massachusetts^ Rhode Isl- Senator votes as he pleases. The result bate in either boose ; and any other question
He stole her slipper— filled it with Tokay.
Carolina; George Clinton had three and and Connecticut— four States. was: Full Senate, 52; majority. 27; to this object, for which the two homos are
assembled,may be submitted and determined
Syphsx ! I joy to meet thee Urns alone,
from Virginia ; Samuel Huntingtonhad Delaware and South Carolina voted legal quorum, 35; present, 49; for John- in like maimer.
A \« ith fort one and to fame unknown,
two from Connecticut, and Edward Tel- blank. This contest' * made vividly ap- son, 33; for Granger; 16, and the preWhere’er 1 roam, whatever lands to see,
The two houses met on the 12th of
Nor on the lawn, or by the brook was he. _
fair and Benjamin Lincoln each one parent the necessity of some law or rule siding officer declared Johnson duly
February to count the vote. When
from Georgia. If New York had voted requiring the electors to state the office as elected Vioe President.* There was a
•Oh ! happy peasant I Oh ! nnhappv Bard
Georgia was reached Mr. Hoar objected
Then tell me not that woman’s lot is bard;
she wqnld have named Clinton, and well as the man for whom they voted, so little question about the reception of the to the three votes for Horace Greeley,
My daughter—onoe the comfort of my *ge—
there would have been no choice for that the tellers might know which was vote of Michigan, the latest addition to
With the dear love 1 bear to fair Ann Page.
because they were given after his deVioe- President
for President and which for Vice. Uncle Sam’s family, bnt as her three
cease, and the electors could not lawfulTha squirt,flippant,pert and full of play,
BXOULATTNG THE SELECTION OF ELECT- Therefore, as soon as Congress met in votes made ne possible difference the ly vote for a dead man. The point was
Live while you live, the epicure would say.
December, 1803, the Twelfth amend- objection was dropped.
One t-uth is clear, whatever la is right.
• .»
OUS.
waived for the time, and the count went
Better, quoth he. to be half choked than quite.
PUTTING ON OFFICIAL DIGNITY.
To reduce the business of choosing ment to the constitutionwas proposed,
on till Mississippiwas read. Mr. TrumHeretofore there had been no especial bull objected to the vote because the
electors to something like order, the apt requiring separate votes, so certified,
Sweet Auburn ! loveliest villageof the plain !
He shrieked and scrambled, but twas all in vain of March 1, 1792, was passed and is still for the two offices. The amendment formalitiesobserved in the meeting of
statement did not say it was done by
Laymen have leave to dance when parsons play
in force. It provided that the electors was ratifiedand proclaimed Sept 25, the two houses, except that the House ballot. Both objections were put in
With aspen boughs, and flowers,snd fennel gay.
should be chosen within thiity-four days 1804, in time for tho Presidentialelec- members went to the Senate or the Sena- writing, and the Senate retired. lu that
Pity the sorrows of a poor old man
immediately preceding the first Wednes- tion of that year. The election of 1804 tors to the House, all at once. But when body it was voted— 44 yeas and 19 nay a
In every clime, from Lapland to Japan.
day in December of each year preceding was almost informal. Of 176 votes Jef- tbe time for meeting, in February, 1841, —to count the votes fpr Greeley. DurIll leave this wicked world and climb a tree
In maiden meditation fancy free.
the end of a Presidential term; that the ferson had 162, and George Clinton for arrived, the Senate formed, with their ing the debate Mr. Conkling and others
electors should meet and vote by ballot Vice President the same. The other Sergeant-at-Arms at the head, then the undertook to got through a declaration
Tie pleasant through the loopholes of retrrst
(Although, thank heaven, I never boll my meat)
on the first Wednesday in December, fourteen were for Charles Coatesworth Vioe President, with the Secretary of that the functions of toe joint session
To fix one spark of lieautcousheavenly ray,
and sign three certificatesof the result, Pinckney and Rufus King. There was the Senate on his left, then the Chief were purely ministerial, and that the reLet Hercules himself do what he may.
one to be sent to the President of the nothing of consequence about the count- Clerk bearing the electoralvotes, and cording of the votes of the States was
With few associates,and not wishing more,
Senate by moil, one to be sent to him by ing, the President of the Senate, how- then the Senators, two by two. The done independent of and without regard
Let those laugh now that never langned before.
a messenger, and one to be deposited ever, for the first time, did not read the processionwas met in the rotunda by the to the effect of such votes ; but the moThe good we seldom miss we rarely prize.
with the United States Judge of the par- certificates, but broke the seals and House Sergeant-at-Arms, who led it tion failed— yeas 8, nays 32. In the meanHills peep o’er hills, and Alps on Alps arlae.
ticular district. The second section pro- handed them to one of the tellers,who down the broad aisle. The Speaker re- time the House voted not to count votes
The waves o’ertake them in their serious play,
vides that Congress shall be in session read the contents. On this occasion the ceived the Vice President cn the steps for Greeley, but both housis decided to
Par as the solar walk, or milky way.
on the second Wednesday in February geographical order of the States was of his stand and conducted liim to the count Mississippi. They met again at
'Tie distance lends enchantment to the view,
Tls true, His pity, an’ pity Hia, 'tie true.
succeedingevery meeting of. electors officiallyrecognized.On commencing chair as President of the joint session, half-past 3 p. m., and, as the houses dis“for the purpose of counting and de- the presiding officer said : “Perceiv- the Speaker seating himself on the left agreed on the Greeley votes, they were
Lo! the poor Indian ! whose untutored mind—
claring the vote.” Should there be no ing no cause for preference in the order The Secretaryof the Senate took a seat not counted. Still another trouble was
Jnst as the twig is bent the tree’s Inclined.
—A needless Alexandrineends the song,
Presidentof the Senate, the votes are to of opening the returns, I will pursue a at one end of the Clerk’s table and the found in Georgia. There were two votes
That, like a wounded make, drags its slow length
be in care of the Secretary of State. The geographical arrangement and begin Clerk of the House at the other. The for Charles J. Jenkins, of that State, for
along.
same act made provisionthat in case of with the Northern States.” He began tellers were stationed in front of the President,and five votes for A. H. Colvacancy of both President and Vice Pres- with New Hampshire, and this form of presiding officer, the Senate teller in the quitt, also of that State, for Vioe PresiTHE ELECT0B1L COLLEGES.
ident the President of the Senate pro calling the States was the rule until quite middle and the House tellerson each dent. The constitutionsays that the
tempore should act as President; and if ecently, when the alphabetical form side. The members of the House re- President and Vioe President must be
The discussionon the powers and du- there should be no such officer chosen camo into use. In 1808 Madison came mained standing while the Senate came citizens of differentStates. There was
in as heir-apparentwithout serious opTbe galleries were filled with ladies, also a similar mistake made by the Misties of Congress in the matter of count- by the Senate, then the Speaker of the
position, having 122 out of 175 votes. and the scene was very impressive.The
ing the electoral votes for President and House should act
souri electors. Then Mr. Trumbull obVice President may be in some degree
In 1792 Washington was unanimously Now, for the first time, the distinction presiding officerannounced the purpose jected to the vote of Texas for certain
enlightened by an account of what has re-elected, all the old thirteen and the was made by the electors of President of the joint session, and took up the irregularities, chiefly clerical; and with
been done heretofore,beginningat the new States of Vermont, Georgia and and Vice President,and George Clinton package containing the vote of Maine. this budget of troublesthe Senate again
commencement of our Government un- Kentucky voting. On this occasion a was chosen to the latter place by 113 He broke the seal, and, handing it down, retired. On reassembling, both houses
der the existing constitution, 1789. The joint committee was raised to determine votes to 47 for Rufus King. Charles C. said: “I deliver to you, gentlemen had agreed to count Texas, and six or
manner of electing President and Vice upon the forms to be observed in count- Pinckney had 47 votes for President. tellers, the votes of the electors of the seven States were gone through with
State of Maine for President and Vice when Louisiana appeared with two rePresident engaged the attention of the ing the votes, and that practice yet con- At the counting, Fob. 8, 1809, the Sen
convention that framed the constitu- tinues. This committee reported, and it ate for the first time went to the hall of President of the United States, that the turns. Again the Senate walked out,
tion, and the system of electors now in was ordered that the two houses should the House of Representatives. Madi- same may be counted.” V^ien the and a long war of words followed in both
use was proposed by James Wilson, one meet in the Senate chamber at noon of son’s re-election in 1812 was also a mat- counting of the States was finishedthe houses. Finally the joint session was
of the delegates from Pennsylvania. the day fixed by the act of Congress; ter of course. Ho had 138, and DeWitt presidingofficer declared the result, and resumed and the count completed at
Other plans were proposed,although that the Senate should previously appoint Clinton 89 votes. Elbridge Gerry had said: “ I do declare that William Henry about 8 o’clock in the evening. The
none of them contemplatedan election one and the House two tellers to set 131 and Samuel Ingersoll 86 for Vice Harrison, of Ohio, having a majority of Vice Presidentthen stated that there
by direct vote of the people, and Wil- down the votes as declared; that they President. Monroe’s first election, in the whole votes for electors for Presi- were 366 electoral votes, of which 349
son’s plan was adopted and became a should deliver the result to the President 1816, was all one-sided. He had 183 dent, is duly elected President of the had been counted for President and 352
part of the organic law. That plan was of the Senate, who should announce the votes, and Rufus King 34 ; Daniel D. United States for the term of four years, for Vice President; that for President,
defective in two important particulars; state of the vote and declare the persons Tompkins had 183 votes for Vice Presi- commencing with the 4th day of March, Ulysses 8. Grant, of Illinois, had rein the year 1841.” The same declara- ceived 286; B. Gratz Brown, of Missouri,
it fixed no time for the choice of electors, elected to both Ileuses then assembled, dent.
tion was made in the case of J ohn Tyler 18; Thomas A. Hendricks,of Indiana,
FIRST
OBJECTION
TO
THE
VOTE
OF
STATE.
and made no distinctionbetween votes “ which shall be deemed a declaration of
for Vice President,and then the Senate 42; Charles J. Jenkins, of Georgia, 2;
When
the
above
votes
were
counted,
for President and Vice President,sim- the persons elected President and Vioe
and David Davis, of Illinois, 1 vote.
ply providing that the person having the President,”winch declaration, together Feb. 12, 1^17, Mr. Taylor, of New York, retired in formal order.
The counts in 1845, 1849 and 1853 That for Vice President,Henry Wilson,
greatest number of votes, if a majority with the list of votes, should be entered intemipted at “Indiana.” The Senate
-of all the electors, should be declared on the journals of the two houses. immediately retired, and Mr. Taylor were conducted in the same way, and of Massachusetts, had 286, eto., and he
President,and the person having the There was nothing worthy of note in the stated that his objection to the vote of nothing occurred beyond the ordinary declared U. S. Grant and Henry Wilson
next highest should therefore be Vice counting on the second Wednesday of Indiana was that the electoral vote hail routine. In 1857 a great deal of time duly elected. (The 17 votes rejected
President Another oversight was in February, 1793; Washington had the been cast before Indiana had been was wasted in discussing whether the wei J Georgia, 6 of Arkansas, and ^
the method of opening and oonnting the entire 132 votes; Adams bad 77, % Clinton admitted to the Onion. The decla- vote of Wisconsin should or should not of uisiana.)
ration of admission was made Dec. be counted. The objection was raised
votes. That important work was to be 50, Jefferson 4, and Aaron Burr 1.
CONCLUSION.
done, as now, by Congress in joint sesIn 1796 John Adams was chosen 16, 1816, and the vote had been by Mr. Mason, the presiding officer of
It does not appear that the houses, in
sion, and the “President of the Sen- President, having all the votes of the given by the Indiana Electoral College a tbe joint session, and was on account of joint session, can pass upon, anything
ate ” was to be the custodian and the New England States, with New York, few days before. As the vote of the irregularity,tbe Wisconsin electors hav- beyond the result as shown by the count.
opener of the votes, and he was to de- New Jersey and Delaware, and ten scat- State could not in the slightestmanner ing met the day after and not on the day Their duties are merely clerical; they
clare the result The manifest impro- tering from other Stages. He had affect the result, neither house took any fixed by law. No decision was made, have no power to decide upon what to
priety of delegating this power to one barely enough— seven ty-one out 140 definite action, and the point, if there and the matter was dropped after two receive or what to reject. The cases
who would naturally be a candidate for votes, only one majority. Jefferson, was any, was not accepted. The Senate days of debate. In February, 1861, where such power has been exercised
the highest office was quickly perceived having the next highest, was the Vice returned,and the count was completed while we were on the very eve of war, (not in joint session, bnt in each house
in the first Congress, for that body had President There was a peculiar inci- and announced in the usual form. At the proceedings of the joint session were for itself) are all since the rebellion. In
not been four weeks in session, and the dent about the announcementof this re- the count in February, 1821, a similar brief and entirely auieti The same old 1865 there were no votes offered from
electoral votes given in 1788 had not sult that is worth noticing. The Presi- objectionwas made to the vote of Mis- formalitieswere observed, except that the States not counted; in 1869 Georgia
been opened when the Senate (April 6, dent of the Senate was Muhlenberg, the souri ; but as every vote in the Union theie was no dignified parading.
was practicallycounted, and only in
1789) proceeded to ballot for the choice same who presided in 1789. After de- (except a single one from New HampREJECTING THE VOTES OF STATES.
1873, at the very last election, was there
of a President “ for the sole purpose of claring the result,and proclaiming that shire) had been east for James Monroe,
The first move toward positively re- a positive throwing out of a State, and
opening and counting the votes for John Adams and Thomas Jefferson were and as there was no actual opposition to jecting the vote of any State was made on that occasion the omission of their
Prendent of the United States.” John duly elected, etc., etc., for the term of Tompkins for Vice President,the objec- in the House, Dec. 19, 1864, when Mr. votes made no difference, for Gen. Grant
Langdon, of New Hampshire, was unan- four years, he added : “ And may the tion was not pressed. Missouri had Wilson offered a joint resolution declar- was almost unanimously re-elected.
imously elected, and a message sent to Sovereign of the Universe, the Ordainer chosen electors for President some ing certain States (those in rebellion) What might be done if the vote of a
the House “ that a quorum of the Sen- of civil government on earth for the months before she was fully admitted not entitled to representationin the elec- single State should be enough to change
ate is formed; that a Presidentis elected preservationof liberty,justice and peace as a State.
toral colleges, and that no votes from from one candidate to another is a quesADAMS, JACKSON, OLAY, CRAWFORD.
for the sole purpose of opening the cer- among men enable both to dischargethe
them should be received or count- tion yet to be reached.
In 1824, there was no choice of Presi- ed. This was adopted, and votes from
tificatesand oonnting the votes of the duties of their offices conformably to
electors of the several States in the the constitutionof the United States, dent by the people, and the excitement only twenty-five of the thirty-seven
A Custom-House Fiend.
choice of a President and Vice President with conscientious diligence, punctuality about the result in the House, increased States were counted. No votes were
by
all
sorts
of
rumors
of
bargains
and
of the United States; that the Senate is and perse verenoe.”
offered from the States in rebellion.
Vivier, the eccentric Frenchman who
bribery, was intense. The usual joint
tow ready, in the Senate Chamber, to
In 1869, the question of the regularity has made it the business of his life to
The first action suggesting that Conproceed, in the presence of the House, gress ought to have anything to say resolution was passed, and the houses or legality of counting the vote of worry the custom-house inspectors of
met Feb. 10 for counting, JoknGaillard, Georgia was brought up by Senator all European countries, has returned to
to the discharge of that duty, and that
about the casting or the receivingof the
the Senate has appointed one of its electoral votes, beyond the purely minis- of South Carolina, presiding. On this Edmunds, who, on the 6th of February France. His wont formerly was to pack
members to sit at the Clerk’s table to terial act of counting and declaring, was occasion tbe presidingofficer opened offered a concurrent resolution, reciting a huge trunk full of trowsers straps,
make a list of the votes as they shall be in the Senate, in January, 1800, when a two packets from eaclj State, the one that whereas the question is now pend- such as are worn with gaiters, using hysent by mail and the one brought by ing whether the State of Georgia is draulic pressure if it were necessary to
declared, submitting it to the wisdom of
committee was raised to report- what
Hie House to appoint one or more of regulationsshould be made for deciding messenger. One of them was read by entitled to representation in Congress, cram five bushels into a three-bushel
Mr. Gazewell, the teller for the Senate, because not yet reorganized: JZesolved, space ; then to lure the inspector to open
their members for the like purpose.”
disputed elections of Presidentsand for
KIHBT COUNTING OF XLXOTOBAL VOTES. determining the legality or illegalityof while the other copy was followed by That, if the votes of Georgia shall not it as a suspicious package, when naturimmediately upon receiving this in- votes for President and Vioe President Mr. Taylor, of New York, and the fig- essentially change the result,they should ally the contents were overset, and the
ures written down by Philip P. Barbour, be reported thus: “Were the votes of whole force of the custom house was
'formation the members of the House,
in tiie differentStates. A bill was rethe teller ou the part of the House. The Georgia to be counted the result would occupied for hours in putting them back.
n receded by the Speaker (Frederick A.
ported in February, when Charles PinckMuhlenberg,of Pennsylvania),went to ney strenuously opposed it, taking the figures were also taken down by the be for
for President,
votes; A powerful Jack-in-the-boxwas another
• the Senate Chamber.
Mr. Langdon ground thaf neither house ought by the Clerks of the two houses. When the re- if not counted, for
f®r President, device of his that was very successful.
'iook his place and declared the purpose slightest suspicion of an act to exercise port was finished it was read in detail by
votes; but in either case
is
His latest performance at Boulogne is
of the meeting. He then opened and control or even reSdsal over the franchise. Mr. Gaillard— Adams, 84 ; Jackson, 99 ; elected President of the United States.” thus recounted : “M. Vivier placed his
read the certificatesfrom the States, and The bill passed, 16 to 14, but did not go Crawford, 41 ; Clay, 37. He then an- The Senate passed this resolution, 34 to valise and traveling-sack on the counter.
ztbe tellers made the record. When through the House, and appears to have nounced tbat no person had received a 21. Subsequently, Senator Trumbull ‘ What is in this traveling sack f ’ ‘ Two
ms jority of the votes given for President; moved to reject the votes of Louisiana, rattlesnakes,’ said M. Vivier, meekly.
completed, the presiding officer de- been dropped altogether.
that Andrew Jackson, John Quincy but the motion was lost. There was The inspector jumped back and said it
clared that George Washington had
THE FIRST SERIOUS DIFFICULTY— AN ELEC- Adams and William H. Crawford were
been unanimouslyelected President of
much confusion and wrangling,but was unnecessary to open it. ‘And in
TORAL TIE.
the three persons having the highest finally the count was completed, and the this valise ? ’ ‘ Three more rattlesnakes,
ihe United States for the term ending
About the dose of the year 1800 it number of votes, and that the remaining tellers announced 294 votes, including softly responded M. Vivier. The inwith the 3d day of March, 1793 ; and
-that John Adams, having the next high- was known that there was likely to be a duties in the choice of a President of Georgia, of which 148 would be a ma- spector knitted his brows for a moment,
-aet vote, and a majority of all the elect- tie vote for President between Jefferson the United States devolved upon the jority; but excluding Georgia, there consulted a tariff, and replied in an awors, was elected Vipe President for a and Burr. So, about a week before the House of Representatives. He then de- were 285 votes, and 143 was a majority. ful voice, ‘ That makes five rattieanaki s
like term. There were sixty-nine votes day for opening the returns, the usual clared that John 0. Calhoun, of South As Gr^nt had 2U votes and Seymour there is no duty on rattlesnakes unless
oent in from ten States, New York, joint committee brought in a rnle, which Carolina, had receiveda majority of the only 71, or 80 with Georgia, the result there are six or more. . Pass the gentleRhode Island, and North Carolina not was adopted, that if no person should votes of all the electors for Vice Presi- was fixed beyond cavil, and the presiding mans luggage '
voting, because they had not ratifiedthe have a constitutionalmajority of the dent, and was duly elected. The Senate officerdeclared Ulysses S. Grant duly
constitutionin time U> do so. About electoral votes, the Speaker and the then retired, and the House at once pro- elected.
Murdered for Two Dollars.
the vote foi Vioe President there seems members of the House should at once ceeded to vote. Thirteen States voted THE LAST MEETING — THE TWENTY-SECOND
In Grantsburg, Burnett county, Wis.,
to be some confusion.If there were return to their chamber and Immedi- for Adorns, seven for Jackson and four
RULE.
Ole Hanson and Barney Tholhffson quarsixty-nine votes cast, as recorded in the ately proceed, without debate, to vote for Crawford, and the speaker (Henry
The last jpint session for counting the
“ History of Congress, ’‘- then Mr. Ad- for President, and should not adjourn Clay) announced that John Quincy electoral votes was on the 12th of Feb- reled over an indebtedness of $2. After
the quarrel Tholliffson went home, a
ams did not have a clear majority. Lan- until they had made a selection. The Adams had been duty chosen President ruary, 1873. Again there was differenoe
mile and a half distant, Hanson dogging
man’s “ Dictionary of Congress,” how- counting, on the 11th of February, for four years from the 8d of March, over the the votes of the reconstructed
his footsteps, and shooting him through
ever, gives only sixty-seven votes, ig- resulted as anticipated — Jefferson 1825.
States, although their reception or rethe window while he was eating supper,
and
Burr,
had
each
seventy-three
The
college
of
1829
and
1833
that
noring the two votes from Georgia set
jection could not have made the slighttwo women and an old man sitting at
votes.
As
soon
as
the
presiding
officer
elected
Jackson
metfed
along
in
the
down in the “ History” as given for a
est difference. On this occasion the
Mr. Milton. Lanmm may be presumed made the announcement, the House re- beaten track without incident worthy of somewhat famous twenty-secondrule the table with him. The shot took effect in Tholliffson’s.breast, and-, he died
to be right, as there was no question turned to their chamber and began to
(passed Feb. 6, 1865) was used to stop
on
Tuesday morning;—
J^aul Disvote
by
States;
Jefferson
got
eight
NO
OHOICI
OF
VICE
PRESIDENT
raised about Adams’ election, and yet
debate and questioning while in joint
patch.
In the count in 1837, when Van Boren session. The substance of this rule is
he oould not have had a majority of all States. Burr got six, and two (Vermont
the sixty-nine electors. Everybody and Maryland) were divided. This was was elected President, there was no as follows
;
“ Herb goes for a swim,” exclaimed a
agreed upon Washington ; but-lhe full the result of the thirty-sevenballots, choice for the seopnloffloe,ror PresiIf upon the reading of any such certificate Galveston alooholist maniac, as he
vote for the second place is interesting taken daring a session extending from dent the vote wfcsi VauBoFen, 170; Har- by the tellersany queetionr»hall arise in regard
plunged out of a fourth-story window.
.as showing that party divisions were al- noon of the 11th to noon of the 17th of rison, 73; White, 26; Webster, 14, and to the counting of the rotes therein certified,
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LIFE IN INDIA.

REMARKABLE LETTER

Elephant-Ridingand Its Pleasures

The

next day I landed at

Mmm

the Oity of

........

-

From

a Gentleman

Highest Honors
.

Known and Hon-

ored from the Atlaatie to the
•ndienoe
" GdVehior
________ _________
Pacific Coast.
Chief of India, to whom I brought letters from his niece, Lady William Russell, Mr. Cook, orHolfctam,Lord Laubenefit thsti have derived from tho
derdale, and Lord Holland. (These
use
an £?RI)
ford's
^ ors
0 th
a Radical
RfDitJAi Cvbs fob
ro* Catarrh.
Catabsh. For
served me in good stead, for there happened to be a vacancy on his personal
staff, to which I was immediatelyap^.e ?1'eaf.e h*J nrrivod nt that sUte
°,eA The ent,re membranpointed. The followingweek I accom- ni«t.ll?I1™v?alKr®1,rfor
"Ad become so Inflsmed,and the etomsch
a doubtlul matter whether
panied Lord Hastings to his country
. 8 Paclfl? co,ul. or If I did ffo whether
seat at Barrackpore to take my turn of iSnmoi* Conl? Paclt or not* 1 Baw °n advertlBcment of this medicine, and although belntr very
aid-de-camp in waiting. We dined at Incredulous about specific* or nostrumsof any kind,
4 in the afternoon. After dinner two yet lu sheer desperation I tried this, and was at once
phaetons, each drawn by four white
horses, came to the door. On one side
were arranged seven elephants,gaudily w bscompletv1/ cured, and at last arrive at a rsspect----- —
^special!---caparisoned,
especially
one destined *~
to
M this statement of mr case can be of any serviceto
as I have been, and enable you to brln#
OMty the “Lord Sahib," which bore IhoseAffllcted
inis remedy Into more general use, especiallyon tho
the title of bahadur (general), and had I'nclficcoast (where It is much needed), my object In
writing this note will bo obtained,
“ a livery more gaudy than ite fellows."
. „ Very truly yours, HENRY WELLS,
On a word from the mahout the baha- Aurora, b. J uue, 1776. of Wells, Fargo & Co.
dur went on all fours to reoeive its load.
A ladder was placed against its side ;
Lord Hastings ascended and bade me
seat myself beside him. My first ride

i

^

f

\

was not altogetheragreeable. The
equilateral movement of the animal in
its walk too much resembled that of a
ship in a heavy swell. I remember
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MASON & HAMLIN

What

It Does!

restores quickly.Gray Hair to its plowy Natural
e. ““‘S* 0* IfNtorinK thu Hair t# nreiuaHtmJjfcs Dandruff,Humors and
ffi'
the Sculp. It prey Unifijleftds. ;ls
iruptiona from
vents Irritation,

Dryness of the

SEVERAL REQUISITES $200

, dry. harsh
and falling Hair,
renews.dresses,
•often* and gives
visortothegroulh
of the Hair. It
sceomplishestnore
desiredeffects In
a short time than
any Restorative MEDALS OF EQUAL MERIT hart bet* avardtd all
ever iimlc.ithTAys
| 1
IviTing the hair
IvaTimr
sou. livelyand 11.1 M I l.m ftlossy, whether articlttdeemed tcorthy qf recognition, so that it will b*
used as a Dressing upon the natural hair or upon the aaay tot many makti* tt advartlM that they luvo received
lair In nn >'nh^altny condition ; thua rendering . for the
••highest medal*."It la by the JUDOKS’ REPORTS,
ONLY, that competingarticles are assigned their comfood’s
parative rank in excellence. From these reports the fob
lowing Is an extraet:
“ THE MASON A HAMLIN ORO AJ^ CO.'S exhibit of
Reed Organ* and Hannoniuraa shows instrument*of the

laded
It

Of

FIRST HANK

ANNOUNCEMENT
—
—

&

P.

thor, we used to recite to each other our

and occasionally with
such emphasis that I often wondered
what the mahout must have thought of
our seeming altercations.Like Horace
Walpole, Lord Hastings was a stout

t7.60 per doz.

SPOOL COTTON.”
•eeeeeseee*

A. T.
BEAL.

THE ENCORE

Vl*. t Smoothness and sqoai distribution of
scope of expression, resonance and singingquality,
freedom and quickness in action of keys and bellow*,
with thoroughneeeof workmanship, combined with aim'
plldty of action.” (Signedby all the Judgu.)

TheMAHONA HAMLIN OHGANSarethvt
<lt

dared to

HANK

FIRST, not

respects only, but in

ALL

the

’^"Yb

*l
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*

Contains 60 of
character.

Tunes and

Mr. L. O.

JiiiiAur.L.1
MiA,

iflih

;

and have thug been Award-

tuny have been exhibited ; being the only Amerloun Organa which have ever obtained any awaid ut any ooinpebeat Europeanmakers, or in any European
W orld’s Exposition
Intilt onhaHnaaMason A Hamlin Organ; do not
taHf any other. 1 eater t qften recommend in/i rior orgum
became they ace paid larger cnmmmiont for telling them
NEW STYLES, with EXTENDED TOPS, very ele'
pant, and other improvementa. exhibited at the CENTENNIAL; elegantnow coses in (ftrest variety.Price*
i try luiettl consistent with best materialand workmanship. Organs sold for cosh or Installments, or rented
unul rent pays. Xiery Organ uarranted to yire ealit/ar.
rv reatonabl*imrrhater nr THE MONEY UKTUBNID#rf'K‘^“"“afc“J’“rrA^
m THE M0NKY
M,tILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES
sent free.
1

Oil has

won

for

Agent In :»7 days.

•»}' "IIP

13

new

AtMrew,
M. liIXIX4*TO\,C hlraRW.
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A
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The Enemy of Disease, the Poe of
Pain to Man and Beast,
I« the

outfit, by

ywaj.ll.

^ "ML1TIOR
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MUSTANG
LINIMENT,

Uw

mall,$9. ildrwi
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J. B. HAWLEY, Preo.
Alex. R. Boteler, Secretarypro tem.
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SELLS READILY!

BaXtHRA

IS IT?

"The Illustrated Weekly" has such an ex*
tensive circulation f Not alone that It is
. the most popularfamily journalpublished,
r but because the Four beautiful copyrighted
' Chromos we giro subscribers
are the most
valuableever made. Intelligent male and
female Canrattertand Agenttcan earn $100
land more a month working for us. The
I German editionis the only strictly family
I German Illustratedpaper published in
l America. Don’t delay until to-morrow,but
7 send at once for circularsand terms to
Chab. Clucab A Go., 113 Monroe Street,
1 Chicago.
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BOWKER'S PRESERVATIVE"
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Tarrant’sSeltzer Aperient

Whether You Travel

or

Not,

INSURE AGAINST

ALL KINDS OF

ACCIDENTS,

BY A YEARLY POLICY IN

THE

removed the agony of rheumatism, and ita continued
use entirelyhealed the patientRaeumatlsm Is but
little undent tood. Some empiricsresort to embrocations,
which are really dangerous. It Is now acknowledged to
be a blood disease, resulting from acidity.This aperient
correct* all such acidity,and thus cures the disease. All
rheumatic sufferers are advisedto try it
has

HO, FOR

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

IOWA

Farmery,renters and hired men

CATVOBtn.

of

I
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America:

CincinnatiCancer Institute,

Office No. ICW

TRAVELERS
LIFE AND ACCIDENT INS.

CO.

OP HARTFORD, CONN.
-A-«:on

Plum

St.

KtttblUbtri for the cure nf ('wuccr Tumors. Ulcers.
KtoiiiIii, riM Skin diarmiri.Iit |hc«I mid cnuMlIutlolul remcdlr«. Cancer cured without the u«e nf the knife or csuitie*.
Thl» trenUneut ha* wen »uere«. fully employed for many vean.
*° w° Wise doe* ihe Csncrrr- iurn aiwten removed with
the knife. A* evidence nf ,ooi faith and honorable dealing,we
requireno fee for our «>-rvioe*
until the patient1* cured. For
furtherinformationenehme two •tamp* tor hook containing theory
of treatment,te*tlnionial«
from patient'that have becu cured,
sod Uni clanscity rrfvr*n«w«,etc.
I

Addrvu
Box 5M.

Merchant’s Gargling

i'A'lo

$984

nti telllnr

Pistol.

tion^ note was found in one of his pockwhich read as follows:
“ ‘ My watch give to Ike; live on and
prosper. This terrible mystery will
never be brought to light. I hope to
God you may live to see the day the
truth is not known, and lam helpless.’
“ There was neither signaturenor address to the letter; consequently no clew
can be obtained os to the circumstances
leading to the act.”
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THE ENCORE.

Chicago

shooting himself in the forehead at
League island. The body was taken to
the Morgue, and on making an examina-

•?.

UllU^UII

EMERSON,

§6bmbam-

nth. -Arson wanted.

ed highest honors at every World’s Kx|>osiUon«t which

(Half a million of whose books hare been sold), has never
been excelled as composer and arrangerof music exactly
adapted to the public taste. Hia,‘tact”ln this matter
la Infallible. Then try

$3.00 FOR

A recent dispatch from Philadelphia
“ Early this morning William K.
Hastings, who is supposed to be a resident of Jackson Court House, Jackson
county, Ohio, committed suicide by

AM°

tbuOUAddrsss.tAY
"'W*
_Omjmmphtm+
BROWQW. DMroiLMtob

G0SH0RN, Director-General.

SOMETHING NEW

apologist for Richard III., and differed
from the view that his favorite bard has
taken of his character. He contended
that Richard was to be judged by the
moral standard of the age in which he
lived, and not by ours ; that his humanity was on a par with that of Edward IV., and that in his short reign of
King he did much to mitigate the tyranical measures of his elder brother.
I was amused to hear him defend Richard for cutting off the head of his anAll the great weekly newspapersof the
cestor — the Lord Hastings of that day. size and charaeter ol THE CHICAGO
He thought that self-preservation
fully LEDGER charge 93.00 per year, while
warranted the deed. — Lord Albemarle's THE LEDGER costs but 91.00.
The Lkdoeb Is the BEST Family Paper In the United
Recollections.
States,ably edited,handsomelyprinted; containing

says:
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This triumph was not unexpected, for the Maaon A
Hamlin Cabinet Organs have uniformlybeen awarded
the highest honors In competitions in America, tilers
having been scarcely tlx exceptionsin hundieds of coni-

good Gle® p00*
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Contains 100 pages filledwith bright, wide-awake,easy
’y

$80
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in one or two

IMPORTANT

QUALITIES of such instruments; and
are the ONL Y organs assigned this rank.

favorite passages,
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FOB SINGING SCHOOLS! “SUPERIOR STRENGTH
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-mo"U1, -Outfit worth

Such Instruments!

QUISITES OF INSTRUMENTS OF
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Containsa First-Class Elementary Course,with the best
kind of exercises, sirs,tunes In one, two, three or four
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fit 04 1 • Day. BOUT TO MA KK IT. Somohin
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“FIRSTTHERANK 20
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cojor.

PLASTERS

By

$55 a >77 k’oVioiiKV; feir yist

UnBnlrhpualy Assigned the

VOLTAIC

good masters.” But the subject that
most interested me was his military life,
beginning from 1773, when, as Francis
Rawdon, Captain of grenadiers,he had
two bullets through his cap at the battle of Bunker Hill, up to 1817, when bv
strategically concentrating the armies
of Bengal, Madras, and Bombay, on a
given spot en a given day, he annihilated the Pindarrees and wholly subverted the power of the Mahrattas.
There was one subject in which the
General and his aid-de-camptook a
common interest — we were both enthusiastic admirers of Shakespeare. As
wo wore tolerably well up in our au-

,7

mmrstenssft

agents

Cabinet Organs

being struck witk,tke beauty of an airplant which formed a successionof festoons over our beads. The elephant
virtues to the world. Its effects a* a Restorative are what
has been long sought for and wantedJor many years, be.
was ordered to gather it for me. The
mg more decided
- WM#nn<> satisfactory
thiin liflSHvorbe.il
I
lore been attaindelicate manner in which it separated
ed. .No Druggist
in tho world
the tender parasite from the tree with
knows its coiu|m>sitlon,and cannot
makoit therefore
when vou call for
its trank could not have been outdone
it. "Wood’s lurproved.” do not
lct any unnrinciby the most delicate of human fingers.
pled dealer convlncn you that ho
has a Restorative
One evening my attentionwas arrested For Local Paina, Lameness, Soreness, or Kcniiwer fjs
good, or something similar,ns
l
- there Is none like
by the behavior of tho elephant that
I
upon having ’‘Wood'a Improved .’’and take
Weakness, Numbness and Inflammationof It! -nslst
HO other, for your monev! It will not t>e long beforeall
was to carry the Governor General. It
dealers ever) where will have It. If you should fall to
would not stand still for a moment, but tho Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Spleen, Bowels,
it. you can send $1.00 tons by mail for a bottle, or
kept constantly shaking the little orna- Bladder, Heart and Mmoles, aro equal to an £i) 00 for six bottles, and we will send it to you, prepaid.
ToaitfRipreesStationdesired.
mental bells of its hawdau-cloth.On army of dootora, and acre a of planta and
inquiry I found that, the “ bahadur " shrubs. Even in Paralysis, Epilepsy, or
aI1 orders nnd supply
Trade at Manufacturer*’ Price*. 9
being indisposed,this animal supplied Fits, and Nervous and Involuntary Mus- the
J. B. Kimball, Proprietor.
its place, and that its contortions arose
cular Action. this Plaster, by Rallying the DAW*8°ldIn Chloefo. Milwaukae,Detroit and 8t
from the pleasure it felt at the gaudiN^ryqus^FQrces,
has effected Cures when generally*^Wlwle“le Drugging, and by Retail Trade
ness of its apparel. When I approached
the conceited beast it was making a every other known remedy has failed.
noise with its trank like the purring of
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
a cat. I used greatly to enjoy these
elephantine rides. It was gratifying to
Price 25 cents.
a youngster to be on terms of familiar
intercourse with a man who, as a solSent on receipt of price, 25 cents for One,
dier, orator, or statesman,has been behaye been awarded n Medal and Diplonaat
fore the world for nearly half a century. $1^25 for Six, or $2.25 for Twelve, to any
the CentennialExpositionand commanded
On public occasionsLord Hastings was part of the United States and Canadas,by by the Judges for
the most stately of human beings ; you WEEKS & POTTER. Proprietor.. Bnutm,
then -eaw only the haughty ruler over a
hundred and odd millions of fellowcreatures ; but tete-a-tete in a howdeh
-ANDMake them doubly Interesting by Introducing
he was totally different,would talk freely on all subjects, and make no secret
of his disputes with the East India Directors, who were everything in his eyes
-OFbut his “ mucli approved and esteemed
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Boynton’s Gas-Tight Furnaces.

Hhcrevy wla.»x*Oi

itself a world-wide reputation as a lini-

S15 SHOT GUN

A aoubiu barrel gun. bar <>r front or Ion lock*; warrant*')
rine twist barrel*,and a gnod ibosur, oa soaau; with ViavW
Pouch a ad Wad-cutter, fur f I&. Can be rent 0. 0. D. with prtrllege to eTamlnrbvftire paying WII. 8en<1 Blamp for drealar le
P. POWKI.Lk HON, Otffl Ur*l«ri,$» Mala 8L. CladnuaU, O.

(Cast or Plato Iron -suitedfor Bituminona or Hard
or Wood). Itateclajiyadapted for heating

Coal

no. us. no.

$100.

useful in rheumatism, sprains,
Are Powerful In Heating. Economical In FuelT Heavy
braises, bums, scalds, etc. This prepaand bnrebiefand'perfeoriy
Gas-tight Wlll do a greater
amount of heatingthan any other Furnace told. Over ben among it* pstroustln.uundawho hav* hamt** .25.
ration was first. manufacturedin 1833,
*40,000 In nee at — —
----- *— *
throughFrotninghar— ---Stocks purchaaedand oarriadlor
and since then has steadily grown into
If you have rheumatism,neuralgia, the countryhcaf
Hoy ton's
from three to five per cent. UVriend lar
skorW
i
the favor and confidence of tho people.
The
most
attractive
library"
stove
ever
mi
____
__
headache, a burn, or a braise, procure
mates given for heating.Correspondence eolietUd
a n. u.
No. 45
Tho long term of years during which it
a bottle oi Eupeon. It will give instant Send for circulars.
has constantly been brought to the notice
relief; aa thousands can testify. ' For
of the public, together with its immense
BLISS A WALLS.W’at’nAgtA,S4lake<t.,Chkafo1IlL
sale
by all Druggists.H. A. HURLsale, give evidence of an inherent value
BUT A CO, 75 and 77 Randolph street,
which cannot be doubted. An objection
to its use— that of staining the skin- IN PRESS-OUTFITSREADY-THE Chloaga Axents lor the Proprietorm
lias been entirely removed, so that it now
Received the
leaves no stain whatever. Although
called “ Familv Oil,” and prepared in“ Beautiful !” “ Charming!” ”Ob. bow lovely!" “What
^ The "PxTMt Itobt” Handle Tabli Knifk,
tentionally for human .flesh, it answers as
are they worth Ac. Such are the exclamationsof thoee
wbo eee the large, elegantnew Chromos produced by the
well for beasts ; and will be found one of
Europeanend American Puldiahing Company. Every
AGENTS .....
one will want them. It requiresno talking to eell the
the best remedies for all purposes, where vrill be Iht chance
pictures; they epeok for thetuselvee.
Can vtssen, agents,
_____ ___ _ .
ad ladles and gentlemen out of employment wlfl find
a linimentis required, that has ever been Get the only relia —
M LaSalle-et, Chicago,111.,or 144 W.4tb-et.Cincinnati, O.
this the beet oi>cnlngever effen-dto make money. For
manufactured.— “ Ihe Druggist," New
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Lebanon, N,
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Dealan In Cutlery, and by

ctjtl;

A, boy’s way of stating things, though

nervous. Exlad at Easton, Pennsylvania,
a drug store, bottle in hand, and

often inelegant, is generally

A

ample:
entered

said he wanted ten cents’ worth of “arma-

kymony.” The

druggist told him to

peat the word, and said : “Don’t you
arnica,

j

...

I

J’-

mean

t!

is it

“Can’t

tell,” said the boy, startingslow-

Ladies,
Gents,

illuminedhim, and he turned and asked
the druggist: "if j'our wife hit

a

yon on
them

SOUTH: BENT),

chair leg, which of

medicines would you

in

for

worth,” re-

her in ten cents

one year. Wagons of my
own manabcttire I will

plied the boy; and he gazed lovingly at a
big stick of licorice as the arnica

was

sell

Full line

Work

U

TH1 WOIXIOT CLA83.-We are now prepared
furnish all claases with constant employment at
home, the whole of the time, or for their spare
moments. Business new light ai.d profitable.
Penons of either sex easily v.«i
earn
u 11
fiom
UIU i*J
BO UCIllB
centa VO
to
to
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NO.
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70,
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John W. Couth, Complainant,

V

Coktis, Defendant.\
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Wholesale and Retail
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WALSH,

ff.

Dmqqist.

musts

Opp. Van Raalte's Shoe Store.

Cloths,

•

Wall Paper,

after this

date,

intend to devote to this

the goods are marked down, and I hereby sol
the good will and patronage of tho public.

All

I

line of

SIMON KIEjSEMA.
18,

1870.

those

deduction to

liberal

who buy

sets or in large

quantities.

MILLENERY
—AND—
FANCY

will

A

GOODS!!

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware

G. J.

vaaRWERK.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

10, 1875.

Ladies Furnishing' Goods,

No. 78, Eighth St.

Also a fine assortmentof Ladies’

—

Linen Collars,
Children Collars,
Zephyrs, Etc.,

HAUL-GOODS,
Also the celebrated

DUPLEX CORSET

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,

Holland, Mich., Sept.

25,

E. P.

METZ

BOTTOM PRICES
I

am now prepared

to

take

*• 72&10Q

“

MEAT MARKET
IN TKE

—

$40

—

FIRST WARD.

h sample machine will be sent to any part of the
United Slates or 1 anada, (where we have no agent),
erj/rewcharges preqxild. on receipt of the price.
Agents wanted in every State. County, Citv and
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will bt
The undersignedannounces to the Public that
made.
Address, Bickfokd Knitting Macuini Mro. Co. they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
&.18-ly Sole Manufacturers. Brattloboro, Vt. now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair

DeFeyter Bro

s,

DEALERS IN
Wood, Lumber, .Hark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkatedb
Son’s Hardware Store.

.

„

,
Holland. July

14,
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VAN ZOEREN.

1876.
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Holland. Mich., March

Planing

Mill.

Of

the

And we are confident we can
want
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Repairing Neatly Done.

AND BLINDS,

W. VERBEEK A

GIVE US A TRIAL
I
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he pleased to see all his old friends and cus-

est possible prices.

AND THE DRYING OF LUMRE1.
WE SHALL HAKE A
DOORS, SASH

ill

Street.

tomers that require anythingin the clothing line.
We make, cut and trim to order anything In our
line according to the latest styles, and for the low-

STEAM
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satisfy all win

Planing, Matching,

or;
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Has removed his business to

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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In re-bullding our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
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Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.

Co.

1870.

And

Van dkn Hero,
Pktkr Buaam.

BOOTS & SHOES
H.

!

a full line in Ladies’

Furnishing Goods,

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

ELFERDINK’S

Cloaking, Fall

Roots and Shoes
NO.

22

RIVER STREET,

Holland. - - - Michigan.
The above firm make a specially of custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
enough to compete with any house in the city,
i ji ,Jr ke«Pc<?.nBtanNy or Band a choice variety of
Ladles and Children shoes and gaiters.

Repairing neatly done and at

and Winter

and

Shawls,

have on hand a large stock of

and

Fashions.
Sts,
& CO.,

i

*•

Prop’r.

Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.

II.

The Latest Styles and

Comer Eighth and Market

"

The celebrated author. In this admirable Essav
of
Produce.
clearly demonstrates,
from a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abusemay be radicallycured without the dan- • ,\Ve have put up In oar woods, (on the Lake Shore
gerous use of internal medicine or the application Road, two miles West of the white school bouse on
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once the Grand Haven road) a first-class portable saw-mill
simple, certain, and effectnal.hr means of which which is now in good runningorder, and can serve
everysnfferer.nomatter what his conditionmay the public at any time with all kinds of building
be. may cure himselfcheaply, privately, and ra il
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
same whei ever wanted.
colly.
We can lengthen out so ns to saw 40 feet, and
X*T This Lecture shou'd he in the hands of will make long lumber and timber & specialty.
every youth and every man in the land.
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck plunks and
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope,to anv ad- any kind of ship timber are unequaled.
dress, poet-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
All bills will be filled promptly and with despost stamps.
patch, and a fairdcaliug can be relied upon. Custom sawing done at bottom figures.
Address the Publishers,
All kinds of Farm Products,taken in pay for
lumber and sawing. Also Wood. Bark and RailF.
road Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
41 Ann St , JTrt York; Post Office Box. 4586.
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black

I

US.

3

MINDERHOUT,

W.

J.

J.

W. &

CALL AND SEE

!

ness. Involuntary Seminal Losses. Impoteucr.
Mental and PhysicalIncapacity. Impediments to
Marriage,etc.; also. Consumption. Epilepsy and
fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance. Ac.

Trial.

Choice lot of Fur Trimmings
sell at cost.

46 2-s

Or anything in our line, manufactured on short
notive.

lar^e.

Come and Give us a

and a

we

than any

Holland.Feb. 14. 1874.

WE HAVE

communityat

ground floor. Livery connect-

u.i

sell cheaper

0—

and every thing else belongingto there line of
business. By promptness and fair dealing we will
endeavor to establish ourselvesand Invoke the
well wishes of the

room has been titled up on the

With almost Magical speed,

No.

I will

Floor.

ed with the Hotel.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

The undersignedhave opened a Meat Market in
rsuiters’ Store, two doors Ka-t of L. T. Ranters’
Book Store, where they will keep constantlyon
hand a choice assortmentof fresh and salted meats

on First

F,,r lhe “jnve,li|,nceof commercial
Agents a large and well lighted sample

MERCHANT TAILOR,

Under this head we display as fine a stock of Goods
as anybody may wish to look at, such as

Hosiery,

A'Tamily Knitting Machine!

large supplies.

in

1TE3W
Meat Market.

Kid Gloves,

elegant furniture.

Now attracting universal attention by Its astonishing performancesand its great practical value
for every day family use. It knits even- possible
variety of plain or fancy work

the radical cure (without medicine)
of Spermatorr®a or Seminal Weak-

keep on hand a complete stock of White Granite
and
C. C. Ware.
PRICES,

Feather Beds, and

Holland, Mich., Oct.

-

m

Window Shades, trade the necessary attention,

icit

wr

Jacob Unite.

and Fancy Articles.

From and

GREATLY REDUCED

Meat Market,
-

the Pubic that no

187fi.

HMOOD :
LOST, HOW HESTQHED
Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils, afalWtm J"Rt onbli-hed,a new edition of
Dr. Culvenrell'l
Celebrated Essay on

CROCKERY!

—

»,

July

Office

DEALERS IN

Carpets,

at

Holland, Mich.,

to

The Rooms nre spacious and
well furnished with new and

All the leading Patent Medicines In the market.
A lull Stock of the very best Perfumery sold In
bottle or by measure.
J. 0. DOESBURG.

JACOB KUITE.

25, 1875. 2-tf

Furniture,

—

Paint Brushes.

one in this City.

We inviteour friends and the pub ic generally to
give us a share of their patronage.
T. E. ANN IS, M. D.
offers his complete stock ;of Goods conA. BROKE. M. I).
sistingof

&

The Proprietor announces

Knt
l-i 5«SP,arei1hy hlm '° niakc tlliB Uouae
final -CLASS in every respect.

WARRANTED

M. Reidsema & Son.

Feathers

Hair and

-

the undersignedhaving become sole proprietor
Prescriptions carefully prepared at all hours of
of the furniture house, formerly under the firm the day and night. Our stock is all first-class, and
name of
we offer It to the public cheap for caah.

Oil

Counter, Cloth,

carrying on this business alone, at the OLD STORE,
where
------ I can be found vv
at all times, aim
and where
nuure 1I Will
wfli and gives perfect shape and finishto all garments.
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt ana It will hit apaireflocka in fifteen minutes! Every
perfect, ami to do junt
FYeeh Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices. machine
what u vejtretenUd. A complete instruction book
I expect to sec all our old friends, to come and cull
on me. when I will offer them snch bargains as will accompanies each machine.
induce them to purchase their datlv rations wilt
No. 1 Family Machine,1 cylinder.72 needles, $.10.

I

Now

HOLLAND, MICK.

Chamois Skins,

me.

1

CITY HOTEL,

^

Trusses,

No. 86, Eighth Street,

NOTICE!
J.

Oils

Since the dissolution of our co-partnership, t am

ANNIS&BROEK,

mmi

Holland. Mich.
Holland. Mich., Feb.

Holland, Mich., Novembers, 1875.

and

Paints

Circuit Court Com'tr. in ami /or Ottawa Co., Mich,

7w

.

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at

HUBERT W. DUNCAN,

Have a specific inflnenceupon the Liver and Lowing & Cross, Sol' r* for CompTh.
Bowels, and stimulate these organs into such viiA true copy. Attest: A. A. Tracy.
o rom action that the impediments are removed.
:i5
RegitOr n Chancery.
avorably known by operating mildly.
They prevent ail irregolaritlfis
originating from
npuritles of the Blood.

W -A-lsTTED

Are sold as cheap ut this Drug Store ns a: any
other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictlypure.

)

Maine.
mmm

wish to purchase.

the highest market prices.

£QQQ

m

Flour & Feed,

and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who

Medicines,

Court for the County of Ottawa: In Chancery:
At the city of Grand Haven In said county, on the
8d day of October1816.

satl8ractorlly
appearingto me. a Commissioner
of said Court, that the defendant Frances I. Curtis
is a non-resident of this State. On motion of Lowing & Cross of Connelllor Complainant: Ills or{’m’' *>e made bv every agent every dered fiat the said defendant. Frances I. CurrN,
month in the business we furnish hut cauie her appearance In this cause to be entered
those willing to work can easily earn a wHiin three mon.hs from the date of this order,
dozen dollars a day right in their own localitic. and that In case of her appearance, she cause her
Have no rwn to explain here. Businesspleasant answer to the complainants bill to be filed, and a
and honorable. Women, and boys Hnd girls do as copy thereof to he served on the complainants t >
well as ra» n. We will furnish you a completeOut- Heitors within fifteen days after serviceof a copy of
fit free. The business pays belter than anythin,
said hill, and nolle of this order, and. in default
else. We will bear expense of starting you. Par- thereof that the said bill he taken as confessed by
ticulars free. Write and see. Farmers and me- said defendant. And it is further ordered that
chanics, their sons and daughters, and all classes within twenty days the said complainant cause a
in need of paying wo. k at home. ah«i!d write to us
notice of this order to be published In the Holland
and learn all about the work at once. Now is the City News, a newspaper printed, publishedand
time. Don’t delay. Address Thu a & Co., Augus- circulating In said county, and that said publicata,
,VI7
tion be continued therein once In each week for
six weeks in succession, or that he cause a copy of
thi- order to be personally served on said non-resident defendantat least twenty days beforethe time
above pi escribed for her appearance.

mu

Groceries,

1

EIGHTH STREET.

Drugs,

cuit

I.

Hats & Caps,

\\e invite the Public to ^ome

Order of Publication.
OTATE OF MICHIGAN: The twentieth Judicial
k? Circuit: In Chancery,suit pending in the Cir-

Fbancrs

‘

Goods,

*

Stoneware, . Provisionsetc
STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

AND

FLIEMAN.

J.

Holland. September 1, 18TB.

devet-

girls earn nearly aa much as men.MThatal^wllj
see this notice may send their address, and lost the
business we make this unparalleled offer:To snch
as are not well satisfiedwo will send one dollar to
pay for the trouble of writing. Full particulars.
( samples worth several do'lars to commence work
on, and a copy of Horae and Fireside, one of the
largestand best HlnstratedPublications, all sent
frerby mail. Reader, If yon want permanent,
profitablework, address, wiokok Stinson & Co.,
Portland, Maine.

1870.

1,

Warranted.

General Blacksmlthing done
and dispatch.

•

the Winter trade.

for

Holland, Jan.

ing bottled.

All

Notions and Trimmings,

for

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH

be-

DEALERS IN

Crockery,

Misses Wear. RIVER

son Wagon, and I will sell them Just as
cheap, and give a written wananty

KOFFERS,

&

Clothing,

Youth and

this State.

^red
*11^ ,^Pe'pP°*ie^w4gonhtn®ni|^ac
tured. _____ __ „„«uu .u.u ,..u u-v.

"Arnica.”
fill

Ism.

I

This wagon U the best wagon In use

git to take the swell-

ing down ?”

“Then

DUURSEMA
Dry Goods,
Furnishing

near the door a bright idea

trade, <jo

of

call at the store

for?” asks the druggist.

out. When

the head with

and

^

etc.

Also sole Agent for the

sen a well assorted stock

to

of Goods for the Fall and Winter

Eighth Street, City ok Holland,

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

If you wish

v

HEROLD,

E.

Light & Heavy Wagons.

orammonia?"

"What

i

;

Top or Open Buggies

& SHOES

_»T—

MANUFACTURER OF

re-

“I duuno,” was the reply. , \

ly

FLIEMAH, BOOTS

J.

A

lull

-Of the neatest stvles and best qualities which
1 offer at greatly reduced prices.

all

kinds of Gloves.

supply of
all

fall

and winter hats

of the latest styles.

Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and

J. 0.

Bakker

Shawls we make

a specialty.

Short Notice,

Photographs, Tin-Types,
Copies, large and
small at

*w

BOTTOM PRICES
B. P.

HIGGINS.

W. & u.

ELFERDINK.

*

FOR SALE.

*
containing some 300 bearing
grape vines, 100 C urrant bushes; Htrawherries;
Pears. Apple, Quince. Chestnnt.Mnlherrv,
Appricot. Cherry and Peach tree# l n bearing
VV
No money required down inquire of

3

Will be on hand to wait ol his friends and ons
tomers and

Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.

'

Holland, April HP

J’

VA* LANDEGEND,
D. B. K.

VAN RAALTE.

Fur Cloak trimming, and a large variety
of Ornamental Feathers.

Beautiful Furs, and

Gall and

L.

Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.

&

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIOKTK STREET

KOLLAIsTD,

MICH

